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Abstract

The debate about whether or not religious education should be included in early childhood education is a longstanding one. Even those who believe that Religious Education should be included in early childhood programs cannot agree about the content or method for including it. The phenomenon of religious education in Montessori pre-primary schools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa is explored in this study, using a qualitative research approach. More specifically, the study explored the goals of their religious education; the level of awareness of Montessori’s approach to religious education and finally looked at how they were implementing religion in their schools.

A sample of 4 pre-schools were selected from the 90 Montessori pre-schools in the Western Cape. These included a Non-Denominational, Muslim, Christian and a Jewish School. The Muslim and Non-Denominational schools are full Montessori schools, while the Christian and Jewish schools have incorporated Montessori alongside other curriculums, namely the Jubilee Excellence School Curriculum and Reggio-Emilia approach, respectively. A collective case study approach was adopted and data was collected through observations and interviews. While the findings cannot easily be generalized, it is significant in providing a starting point to understanding the phenomenon of religious education in Montessori pre-schools in the Western Cape.

The study highlighted Dr Montessori’s personal and professional struggle with religion and found that the struggles Dr Montessori faced in terms of Religion have still not been resolved today. The schools in the Western Cape still grappled with the essence of Montessori’s struggle, i.e. where to place religion and how to integrate it in the Montessori method and philosophy. Dr Montessori’s beliefs about the importance of spirituality in the early years were found to be consistent with the contemporary views of scholars around the world. The religious schools followed guidelines of their own religions when deciding on which values to focus on. At the Jewish school, the focus was on the community, while at the Muslim school the focus was on the individual and self-etiquette. The focus of the Christian school was on discipline and obedience. The schools had various commitments to spiritual and ethical development of the children.

Finally, the study found that the Montessori method was ideal for teaching the practices of religion, but when schools delved into issues of faith or love of God, they switched to other modes of teaching (e.g. preaching). This disjuncture between teaching faith and
practices was ultimately Dr Montessori’s reason for abolishing religious education from her method.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Early childhood educators and scholars debate about the place of religion in the education and nurturing of young children (Wolf, 1996; Hay and Nye, 1998; Tregenza, 2008; Hyde, 2011 & Reck, 2012). Those who believe that Religious Education should be included in early childhood programs cannot agree about the content or method for including it, and offer a variety of models for teaching Religion to young children.

Moreover, research on Religion and Early Childhood Development (ECD) within a South African context is quite limited and no research can be found specifically in the area of Religious Education and Montessori Early Childhood Development (ECD). This study explores the phenomenon of religion in Montessori pre-primary schools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa. It looks at what religious education is in Montessori schools. More specifically, it explores the goals of their religious education; the level of awareness of Montessori’s approach to religious education and finally looks at how they are implementing religion in their schools.

Dr Montessori believed that Religious Education had a place in her schools, but she struggled to find its exact place and method. The foundations of her philosophy on Religious Education started with an experiment early in her career, where she set up a child-sized chapel and a model Christian school in Barcelona to demonstrate how Religion could be brought practically into the life of a child as a source of joy and inspiration (Montessori, 1972). This experiment was soon abolished, as she felt that this model did not fit in with her Method of education. In her own words:

   The experiment in religious education was eventually abolished in our Children’s houses because it was aimed exclusively at instruction in Catholicism, which lends itself to exercises in moving about and preparing various objects, whereas there is no place for such activities in religions that are almost entirely abstract (Montessori, 1972, p.300).

Montessori basically felt that the religious education model she introduced in Barcelona was more suitable for teaching rituals and practices in religion, but not an appropriate model for teaching the abstract parts of religion. In general, she faced many challenges when trying to accommodate Religion in her method and returned to the topic of Religious Education at various points in her career. In her writings and lectures she moved between including and excluding religion, placing emphasis on it or pushing it
into the background. She died in 1952 without having established the place of religious education in her system. This particular experience and experiment of Maria Montessori will be used to further interrogate the place of religion in Montessori schools.

1.1. Growth of the Montessori Movement

After her death, the Montessori movement continued to spread, mostly on the continents she visited during her lifetime. The method only came to South Africa in 1976, when Mrs Strilli Oppenheimer established the first Montessori school. Four years later, in 1980, the first Montessori school was opened in the Western Cape. It is estimated that today there are currently over 400 Montessori preschools in South Africa, 90 of which are located in the Western Cape (Unofficial communication from the South African Montessori Association, 2014).

It appears that the struggles Montessori faced in terms of Religion have still not been resolved today. Some of her followers believe that she was a staunch Catholic and a deeply religious person who wanted to establish Christian schools. They recognize that she abolished the religious experiment, but claim that she sent them a letter on the eve of her death encouraging the establishment of religious schools. Others believe that Montessori aimed to create an educational environment that was open to all (regardless of their religious beliefs) in which children learned about numerous religions. There is also a group who believe that Religion should not be taught in Montessori early childhood classrooms. Children should be exposed to “the great moral and spiritual themes of love, kindness, joy and confidence in the fundamental goodness of life” (Seldin & Epstein, 2003, p.235).

Despite these various viewpoints and opinions, the number of Religious Montessori schools in Cape Town has seen a recent increase – approximately 25% of the schools in the Western Cape are either faith based or have a religious ethos. There has been a specific surge in Muslim Montessori schools and many Christian schools are opting for promoting a Religious ethos. This increase in Religious Montessori schools sparked my curiosity to investigate what is happening, and how religion is being taught in Montessori schools in the Western Cape.
1.2. Religion and Spirituality

This study takes a closer look at the recent development in religious education, which should be useful for a closer examination of Montessori schools in the Western Cape. The debate about whether or not religion should be a part of early childhood education is a longstanding one, not limited to the Montessori field. The approach to religious education of children has seen some significant changes over the last half of the 20th century, with a focus on spirituality gaining increasing interest. Currently, most scholars working on early childhood education agree that young children are capable of having spiritual experiences and suggest that spiritual development should be a part of early childhood education programmes. They differ about the manner in which it should be included (Ratcliff & Nye, 2005; Hay & Nye, 1998; Mardell & Abo-Zena, 2010).

1.3. Aims and Objectives of the Study

The purpose of this study is to establish what religion education in Montessori schools in the Western Cape is. It is not my aim to promote or discourage the teaching of religion. The study asks why schools are choosing to be Religious Montessori schools; what the goals of these schools are in terms of Religious Education and whether or not they are achieving these goals. It looks at the level of awareness they have of Montessori’s approach to religion education and how her method has impacted their programmes. It also looks at how Montessori schools today are implementing religion into their classrooms, including those schools who do not choose to be religious in any form, but teach religion as part of the fabric of the environment in which children live and grow.

1.4. Research Design

This study was conducted within a qualitative framework, using the collective case study research strategy. The case study approach involves looking at a particular group of people, and in this case, where multiple cases are involved, it is referred to as a collective case study approach (Fouché, 2005). This approach is useful in furthering the understanding about Religion in Early Childhood Development Centres, and allows for easy comparisons to be drawn between the different schools. It is therefore an appropriate design to achieve the aims of the study; namely to gain an understanding of the importance and meaning Montessori schools have placed on Religion as well as to understand how schools are interpreting and adapting Montessori’s views of Religion.
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Education and implementing it in their classrooms. It seems, therefore, appropriate to look at Montessori schools and in this case, I am looking at Montessori schools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa.

The Western Cape is a culturally diverse province, home to people from multiple religions and cultures. There are over 400 Montessori schools in South Africa, of which approximately 90 are located in the Western Cape. Only about 15 of these schools are religious. A sample of 4 Montessori Early Childhood Development (ECD) centres within the Western Cape region participated in the study. The schools identified, based on their diverse demographics and their religious programmes, are:
The Non-Denominational* Montessori School
The Islamic* Montessori School
The Christian* Montessori School
The Jewish* Montessori School

*All names are pseudonyms.

1.5. Data Collection
Data for each case study was collected through 4 observations and 2 semi-structured interviews at each of the four schools (i.e. a total of 16 observations and 8 interviews). Data collection at the faith-based schools took place between November 2014 and February 2015, while data collection at the Non-Denominational school took place in August 2015.

To minimize the effect of my presence, I spent 4 days in each school for periods ranging between 2 and 3 hours per observation. This allowed me to observe adults and children in their ‘natural setting,’ and to desensitize them to my presence. I also conducted two semi-structured interviews – with the principal and directress (lead teacher) in each school. This enabled me to determine a layer of understanding not possible through observations alone. The interviews varied in length between 30 and 60 minutes, and were all audio-recorded and manually transcribed.

1.6. Analysis Of Data
I applied the Qualitative Thematic Analysis to the data, which was useful for describing and organising the data according to ideas, themes and categories that emerged. The
themes identified in sentences and paragraphs were linked to the research questions, which enabled me to analyse the data in the framework provided by the research questions. I manually coded the data, which ultimately helped me to get really close to the materials and made the identifying of themes and ideas much easier.

1.7. Research Ethics

Because this research involved human subjects, ethical clearance was requested and granted by the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Cape Town.

1.8. Map of this study

Chapter Two provides a framework for the study. It looks at the recent developments in scholarship on religion, spirituality and young children and then looks at the different ways in which religion and spirituality could be nurtured in early childhood settings. It takes a closer look at Maria Montessori’s vacillation with religion. It explores her personal religious journey, her theory on religious education, as well as her contribution to religious education.

Chapter Three outlines my research strategy in detail. The data collection and data analysis process are described, including the rationale for using these approaches and the ethical considerations taken into account. It also outlines the limitations of the research.

Chapter Four provides the reader with profiles of each school involved in the study. It describes the demographics of the Western Cape and then looks at each school in more detail. Each profile discusses approximately where the school is located; who started it and when it was started and any associations of the school. It describes the school, the staff and their training and discusses the vision of each school.

Chapter Five and Six form the core analysis of the study and are closely linked. Chapter Five explores the importance the schools have placed on religion and Montessori; the goals of their religious education and their level of awareness of Montessori’s approach to religious education. It looks at possible conflicts about religious education, and
whether or not they are facing the same dilemma Montessori faced in teaching religion to young children.

Chapter Six looks at how the schools are teaching religion. It describes their daily programmes and then explains how religion is taught in large group activities (at circle and mealtimes), the materials and resources used and also how religion is brought into everyday interactions.

Chapter Seven is the concluding chapter in which the arguments are articulated, based on the literature and the research. Finally the potential for future research in the field is highlighted.
Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework

Literature on the topic of religion in early childhood settings is quite limited, particularly for Montessori pre-primary settings. The idea that children are capable of understanding God or of having spiritual experiences only emerged at the end of the 20th century (Ratcliff & Nye, 2005; Reck, 2012). The research reviewed for this study is mostly conducted within Western settings, while studies in Africa and specifically South Africa all focus on primary school children – i.e. children over the age of 6. Being a fairly new area of research it is therefore important to establish exactly what religious education in pre-schools is all about. This study looks specifically at religious education in Montessori preschools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa.

Whether religious education should be a part of ‘secular’ education or not is a longstanding debate. Recent scholarship on early childhood education has offered insights on religious education in the early childhood period. This chapter provides a framework for this study by looking more closely at these suggestions for religious education in early childhood education, and also looks at what actually happens in early childhood classrooms with regards to religious education.

It starts with a look at the different ways of including religious education in schools before exploring the changing views of spirituality in Early Childhood Development scholarship over the last half of the 20th century. This chapter then provides a brief introduction to Maria Montessori before exploring Montessori and religion. It shows how Maria Montessori was challenged by religion in her personal life, as she vacillated between being a devout Catholic to experimenting with Theosophy before she gradually returned to her birth religion. It also finds that Maria Montessori’s ideas were consistent with those who focused on spirituality, but despite this, she left a mixed legacy for teaching religion in schools.

This chapter ends with a discussion on studies that focus on what transpires in early childhood classrooms with regard to religious education, religion and spirituality. The case studies reviewed show how Montessori followers and practitioners across the world differ on the place of religion in Montessori classrooms. Some Montessorians have followed her early experiments with religion, where she set up a child-sized chapel in Barcelona. They have expanded on this, and developed faith-formation programmes based on teaching Christianity to children. Most of her other followers have looked at her practices in her whole career and do not limit Montessori classrooms to the teaching
of one religion. They are divided between those who teach about many different religions and those who teach no religion, but instead focus on universally applicable moral and spiritual values (Seldin & Epstein, 2003). This review also refers to studies that argue between the Montessori method and Christianity, Judaism and Islam.

2.1. Religious Education

There has been a rising interest in the topic of spirituality during the latter half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, with scholars’ views about spirituality and religious education changing significantly. Scholarship has always debated about including or excluding religion from early childhood education. Today, most scholars agree that young children are capable of having spiritual experiences (Hay & Nye, 1998; Ratcliff, 2007; Eaude, 2003 and Wolf, 1996). While they promote spiritual development as a necessary part of early childhood education programmes, they differ about the manner in which it should be included. Some propose that a religious instruction model should be used, while others propose religion education or even spirituality models. A closer look at these models as well as the changing viewpoints on spirituality for religious education is useful for a closer inspection of religion in Montessori schools in the Western Cape.

From 1892 to 1930, research reflected a holistic approach in which religious concepts were integrated into studies regardless of whether or not the study was religious in nature (Ratcliff, 2007). Then, religion was integrated into the daily programmes in ECD centres across the world. From 1930 to 1960, there was a decrease in emphasis on religious experience, and research focused on religious education for younger children. The questions posed included, how religious consciousness is developed and how religion develops in babies (Ratcliff, 2007). Studies also considered children’s religious development and beliefs and critiqued the lack of religious content in children’s literature. According to Ratcliff, spiritual experience was not given direct attention in these studies.

From 1960 to 1990, academic scholarship took a cognitive approach to religious education. Most scholars and religious educators believed that because abstract thought was only expected to develop with adolescence, young children were incapable of understanding God or faith (Reck, 2012). This theoretical perspective was based largely on the combined contributions of Erik Erikson (psychosocial development), James Fowler (Faith development), Lawrence Kohlberg (moral development) and Jean Piaget (cognitive development).
Religion was generally not included in preschool programmes, as it was believed that religious thought during this age focused on literal beliefs and concrete imagery and children only later began to understand concepts of religion and God (Bridges & Moore, 2002). By the late 1980s, the direction of research changed from looking at religious development of children to looking at their spiritual experiences.

Spirituality gained increasing scholarly interest as researchers started to interrogate the idea that children’s spiritual development unfolded in stages. The work of Robert Coles, Sofia Cavalletti and Ana-Maria Rizutto demonstrated the presence of spiritual experiences in childhood (Ratcliff & Nye, 2005; Reck, 2012). They laid the foundations for this paradigm shift in the way children’s spirituality is viewed today. Religious development of children gave way to an interest in children’s spiritual experiences; a development based on the premise that all children are innately spiritual but not necessarily religious. By the end of the 20th century, we see a steady incline in religious schools with greater attention given to the spiritual experiences of children. Research began to focus on definitions of spirituality (Ratcliff & Nye, 2005; Giesenберg, 2000; Hay & Nye, 1998; Byrne, 2010; Watson, 2000), spiritual development (Eaude, 2005; Benson, Roehlkepartain & Rude, 2010) and how spiritual development in young children may be encouraged or supported (Graham, 2007; Bone, 2008; Giesenberg, 2000; Tregenza, 2008).

2.1.1 Religious Instruction

Teaching exclusively about one religion is commonly referred to as religious instruction. Byrne (2010) sees religious instruction as a focus on a set of specific religious beliefs about self, God and humanity. Halstead (2005) refers to religious instruction as a type of religious education. He defines it as the development of faith through the teaching of a particular religion or denomination with the aim of preserving faith across generations. Teaching about a religion can be approached from a variety of ways, including a faith perspective and a ritual or practice perspective. While religious instruction can provide a child with emotional stability and encourage him/her to engage with and be transformed by the truths of the faith, it is criticized for the lack of attention given to critical openness and personal autonomy (Halstead, 2005). It is also criticized for not defining knowledge in terms of rationally justifiable beliefs, thereby failing to prepare children for life in
multi-cultural and multi-faith societies. Some specific cases of religious instruction in ECD Montessori schools will be discussed later.

2.1.2 Spirituality

Hay and Nye (1998) argue that children are born with spirituality, which is independent of any religious association. They propose that this innate spirituality should be the starting point for religious education programmes of young children (Ratcliff, 2007). Scholars and educators agree that the nurturing of spirituality should be included in early childhood programmes, but they differ about whether it should be confined to the teaching of one religion (religious instruction) or to not teaching religion at all (spirituality).

Hay and Nye (1998) advocate that religion and spirituality are two separate things, but may overlap. That is, a religious experience may have aspects of spirituality, but will also include creeds and theology. Likewise spirituality could include an experience of God, but it can also be rooted in an exquisite sunset. Hay and Nye (1998) identify characteristics of spirituality as self-knowledge, sense of wonder & awe, feeling of transcendence, hope, love, courage and a search for meaning and purpose. Grajczonek (2010) believes that secular spirituality should exclude all religious aspects like belief in God or an ultimate existence. Holly Catterton Allen (2008) sees spirituality as “related to the relationship with oneself, others, the world and perhaps with the transcendent” (p.7). Similarly, Byrne (2010) sees spiritual development as incorporating values, meaning, beliefs and self-worth of an individual, which may include their religious beliefs.

A large following of Montessorians believe that religion should not be a part of the early childhood classrooms, but that spirituality should still be nurtured within the environment (Wolf, 1996; Seldin & Epstein, 2003). The importance of nurturing spiritual development in young children is emphasized by other researchers, who claim that it can fade and disappear if not nurtured intentionally (Eaude, 2003; Wolf, 1996). Hay and Nye (1998) recommend that early childhood programmes should seek to develop spirituality before children receive formal religious instruction.
2.1.3 Religion Education

Scholars have surprisingly not looked at the debate in the broader study of religion education, which proposes a different dimension – that is, to teach different religions (religion education). Religion Education may involve the nurturing of spirituality while learning about different religions and belief systems. Halstead (2005) advocates that teaching about the similarities and diversity of religions enable children to make informed decisions about their own paths in life. Halstead argues that religion education is able to break down religious prejudices, which can contribute to the development of a tolerant, multicultural society. He admits that it may be criticized for prioritizing the individual over the community, encouraging relativism for reducing ‘revealed truth’ to ‘cultural practice’ and for treating all faiths as equally worthy of respect (Halstead, 2005). Mardell & Abo-Zena (2010) advocate that because the early childhood years are ideal for developing tolerance, children should be taught about other religions during this time.

While scholars are more in agreement now about nurturing spirituality in the early years, the debate about whether or not to teach religion to young children and if it is included, how to include it, continues. Few scholars have advocated that children should be taught about different religions, as this is an ideal time to develop tolerance. Others have advocated that they should first be taught one religion. This could include learning about the faith, nurturing a love of God and belief in God and the relevant Holy Book, and abiding by the laws of the faith. It could also be approached from the perspective of learning about the rituals and practices relevant to the religion before developing faith. Whether included in a religious setting, or a secular setting, scholars appear to be in agreement that spirituality should be nurtured. This is consistent with Montessori’s views about spirituality, which I look at more closely in the next section. First, however, I introduce the woman behind the Montessori Method, Maria Montessori.

2.2. Maria Montessori & the Montessori Method of Education

Maria Montessori (1870 – 1952), the founder of the Montessori method of education may be called a feminist who fought for women’s rights in a patriarchal society. She was the first female to attend a boys’ technical school at the tender age of 13 and became the first female in Italy to graduate as a medical doctor (May, ND). Montessori was the only child of Alessandro Montessori and Renilde Stoppani. She was born a Catholic and had a son, Mario, out of wedlock. Mario was raised by a wet nurse and went to boarding
school. While she visited him there from time to time, she never revealed her identity to him. The two were reunited during Mario’s teenage years (Kramer, 1976) and became collaborators as Mario worked as his mother’s assistant and advocate (May, ND). Maria Montessori used her scientific training and experience to develop didactic materials and a method of educational practice aligned to her philosophy of education and child development (Tregenza, 2008). Her method developed from her observations during her work as the director of the Orthophrenic School for developmentally disabled children in 1900. As a specialist in paediatrics and psychiatry, she began to extensively research early childhood development and education and came across the work of Jean Itard and Édouard Séguin. Montessori conceptualized her method by applying their educational theories, which she tested through hands-on observation of students at the Orthophrenic School. She found the resulting improvement in students' development remarkable (Standing, 1962). After applying these techniques exclusively to special needs students, Montessori opened her first school in the inner-city slums of San Lorenzo in Rome in 1907. This school, named Casa dei Bambini (Children’s Home), was a tremendous success. 

She advocated that the child goes through four planes of development from birth to maturity and that each plane lasted approximately six years. She also indicated that these planes could be further sub-divided into three-year periods. Children should be placed in mixed-aged and non-graded classes, which corresponds to these three-year groupings. Each plane of development is guided by a set of sensitive periods, that is, periods during which an overwhelming inner drive directs the child to a particular area of development (Haines, 2016). The first plane of development (from birth – 6 years) is believed to be the most important years of one’s life, and is characterized by the absorbent mind, that is, the ability to take in everything from the environment effortlessly. The programme is designed to facilitate the holistic development of children without using rewards or punishments. In the pre-primary class (3-6 year olds), concrete activities are prepared in an environment in which children have the freedom to work at their own pace. The method is based on a belief of the child’s need for independence, as independence leads to self-confidence, which is regarded as the fundamental building block for learning.

Dr. Montessori spread her research findings in books, speeches and lectures in Italy and then throughout Europe. The method became respected and recognized around the
world as it spread to Argentina, Australia, China, India, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Switzerland and the United States of America. She also offered teacher-training courses around the world. During WWII, she was forced into exile. She and Mario moved to India where they lived from 1939 – 1946. During her time in India, she worked on her book “Education for Peace”, and her work on peace education likely led to her being nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize three times. Montessori spent her final years in Amsterdam with her son and his family. She continued to travel, lecture and train during this time. She died in 1952 at the age of 81.

2.2.1. Montessori and Religion
Berryman (1980) claims that many religious educators and Montessorians have overlooked Montessori’s contribution to religious education, which he saw at the core of her life and work. In his paper, Montessori and Religious Education, Berryman (1980) reviews Montessori’s life and work in terms of Religion. He believed that Maria Montessori’s experiment in Barcelona was of great value to her practice of religious education, despite the fact that it did not contribute much to her theory of religious reality. According to Berryman, Montessori’s practice of religious education is based on a spiral curriculum, which attaches the Christian symbol system to the creative process and does not limit the way in which God is known. Montessori distinguishes between imagination and fantasy to explain religion, which she saw as another kind of reality – one not based on sense impressions or on illusions. For her, religion is a reality, whereas fantasy is a chaotic projection. Berryman concludes that Montessori’s theory may be dated, but that her practice of religious education is not (1980).

Given the different ways in which scholars of education have classified the teaching of religion in school, this study situates Maria Montessori’s exploration in these terms. We find that spirituality; religious instruction and perhaps also religion education appear in her practice throughout her lifetime. By looking at Dr Montessori’s personal struggle with religion, I show how she expressed several views on religion in education and explored several options on how to include religion in her classrooms.

As a feminist who fought for women’s rights in a patriarchal society and having a child out of wedlock, Montessori was challenged by the teachings of Catholicism. While living in India, she was exposed to many different religions and her own religious journey involved a move from being a devout Catholic, to an exploration of Theosophy before
gradually returning to her birth religion. According to her son Mario Montessori, Dr. Montessori went on annual spiritual retreats, which resulted in significant changes in her personal faith (May, ND). Miller (2002) believed that her spirituality resonated with the teachings of Theosophy and described her faith as a “transcendental, mystical spirituality,” which encompassed the essence of nearly all world traditions (p.3). Miller goes as far as saying that Montessori “pursued her educational work with a spiritual consciousness verging on mysticism” (p.1). At one point in her life, she even considered forming a religious order dedicated to serving children (Kramer, 1976).

Berryman (1980) attributes her poor articulation of a theory on religion as a sign of a lack of systematic treatment. He believed that this contributed to her struggle between being both a scientist and a religious person. She was challenged by the way children were viewed, and advocated that they were deserving of respect. Berryman proposes that by looking back and forth at what Montessori said (or wrote) about religious education and what she did, one could begin to understand how she developed a theory from what she learned from the children (Berryman, 1980).

Dr. Montessori advocated a philosophy of education and child development. She had very strong views about what should be included, what should be excluded and even prescribed the manner in which the teacher should conduct herself within the classroom. Montessori, however, did not have the same conviction with regards to religion. In fact, Montessori predicted in a footnote in one of her earliest books, “I cannot foresee whether I and my colleagues will be able to bring such a heavy task (the moral and religious education of children) to a successful conclusion” (Montessori, 1917, p.355). According to Schmid, Montessori simply did not have the understanding to expand her insights about Religion and religious education “in the same thorough manner as she did the mathematical and sensorial training of the young child” (Schmid, 1969, p.21).

The foundations of her philosophy on religious education emerged from the experiment school she set up in Barcelona. This experiment was abolished as she felt the model was designed for teaching rituals and practices of religions, but unsuitable for teaching abstract concepts (like faith) in religions (Montessori, 1995). Montessori and her son Mario Montessori spent several years in India where she was exposed to Hinduism and Buddhism. It is believed that she specifically did not think it was possible to represent
Montessori repeatedly emphasized the importance of the environment and the role it plays in shaping the child. She saw the prepared environment as a space in which the child could develop holistically. Montessori advocated that the classroom was the starting point for establishing peace in the world as the Directress (as Montessori teachers are known) cultivates and enhances the moral energies of children, their intelligence and creative spirits (Montessori, 1972[b]). Montessori proposed that the educational environment must promote not only the freedom of the individual, but also the formation of a society. In a Montessori classroom, children have freedom of movement and freedom of choice, within limits. They are in multi-age classrooms and learn how to socialize, communicate and accommodate children younger and older than themselves. Children and directresses also remain together for a period of at least three years creating a sense of community within the classroom. Negotiating these dynamics in an environment where a delicate balance is maintained between freedom and discipline, leads to the steady inner growth of the child, which Montessori saw as self-discipline. A space is created in which children can choose to work freely and repetitively with a variety of activities of appropriate interest and level of challenge, ultimately leading them to intense concentration. Montessori advocated that the habits children learn in her schools are important for their moral development, as it is through concentration, silence and ordered movements that the “spiritual sense” is developed (Montessori, 1972[a], p332).

Montessori referred to church-based environments as “atriums”. The prepared environment was already present in the church, enabling the 3 – 6 year old to work independently with self-chosen activities that would indirectly prepare the child to
reason about faith (May, ND). The importance of a prepared environment for Religious education is reinforced in Montessori’s lecture in 1946, where she says that we do not ‘give’ religion, but rather we see it “develop through the influence of the environment” (Montessori, 1946, p. 198). Montessori argues here that the prepared environment is as important in religion education as it is in the rest of her method; that the environment influences the child’s religious development.

Two years later Montessori not only discards this idea, but says that there is no need for religion to be taught (Montessori, 1948). In a book she published in 1948, she emphasizes that there is inherent goodness in humans. One sees her changing her argument from teaching religion in a perfectly prepared environment, to not teaching religion at all. But the focus also shifts to spirituality and spiritual development of the child. She says that within a natural freedom a deep respect for inner and outer truth will develop and a better mutual understanding of human purposes will prevail (Montessori, 1991). She does not emphasize the importance of the environment here as she did just two years previously, but it is not clear what exactly led her to this change of heart.

In 1952, in a letter to the English Catholic Montessori Association the day before her death, she once again advocates the importance of the environment for a child’s religious development, but also emphasizes the role of the adult

Do not consider the child a weakling; for it is he who builds the human personality, and whether this personality is going to be Christian or not depends on his environment and on us who are the guides of his religious formation (Montessori, 2008, p.29)

In this latest view, religious concepts should be incorporated into the child’s daily life. Adults, babies and children should worship together and not be separated into different rooms. She says,

It is among the simple people whose women take their children to church while they are still breastfed that the staunchest faith is to be found (Montessori, 2008 p.30).

Schmid (1969) believed that Montessori’s greatest understanding of religious education was to see it located in the practical experience of worship.

Montessori believed that religion was vital, but was opposed to it being taught in the same way as other subjects (Montessori, 1946, 197). She believed that religion should be
given as a revelation, for “if you give it as you give the rest of education, you may crush something from the beginning of life” (Montessori, 1946, p.201). Her son Mario Montessori believed that the more his mother worked with children, the more she saw God within them (May, ND).

For Montessori, the most crucial element in teaching religion to children is knowing when and how to teach. All teaching should be based on the psychology of the child’s developmental stage, and religion should follow this process. (Montessori, 1946). She identified three stages of development,

One on top of the other. They do not destroy each other – they build on each other to expand the soul. We must study these three different stages of spiritual development if we are to know how to help humanity (Montessori, 1946, p. 206).

Montessori compared the birth of every child to the incarnation (a profound mystery in Christianity), “when a spirit enclosed in flesh comes to live in the world” (Montessori, 1966, p.29). She saw each human being having his or her own destiny to fulfill and referred to the baby after birth as a spiritual embryo, contrasting it with the physical embryo. The physical embryo is a pre-natal period focused on the formation of the body and requires a positive physical environment. Damage that occurs during the prenatal period may have permanent effects on the child’s physical body. Given a healthy prenatal environment, a baby is physically complete at birth. The spiritual embryo belongs to a post-natal period where the formation of the personality, intellect and psychological attributes take place. At birth, the baby is psychologically and spiritually in the embryonic state and requires a positive environment. As s/he is in the process of forming him/herself, it is the personality and spirit of the baby that is vulnerable to negative influences. Even the experience of childbirth was considered by Montessori to be important for the child’s spirit. An unhealthy environment or incorrect handling of the infant during the spiritual embryo period could cause permanent psychological damage.

Montessori placed great significance on the first six years of life, believing that it was in this spiritual embryo period with which the child constructs him or herself through his very act of living (Montessori, 1995).

Like the theorists Erikson and Fowler, Montessori concurred that the quality of care provided by the caregiver impacted on the child’s ability to develop trust or mistrust. Montessori urged caregivers to take special care of the new born child’s spiritual life, for
if his/her environment is neglected the spirit of the child is in constant danger (Montessori, 1966, Erikson, 1959 & Fowler, 1981). The child needs the protection of an environment rich in nourishment and love and a concentrated relationship with his parents to ensure nothing comes to harm it. Montessori never wrote or said anything contradicting the importance of the spirit or spiritual development of a child.

The first stage occurs during the first 6 years of life, the second starts after 6 and the third stage is during adolescence. Montessori believed that the child should find nourishment for spiritual development from birth to six years and that religious education is most important from birth (Montessori, 1946). During the first stage, the child is in need of security and therefore they should come to know God as the Father and Protector. During the second stage (between 6 and 7 years) the child goes through a sensitive period for moral development. Here, teaching should focus on developing a sense of ‘right and wrong’, an understanding of the moral law. At around the age of puberty (between 12 and 13), the final stage occurs. During this stage, the child develops social consciousness and should be taught about God as the God of the universe, of all people and all things.

This study focuses on children in the first stage, and therefore I will look only at the first stage. The first religious period starts in infancy. She advocated that in this stage of life, the child absorbs information from her environment – children will take in religion as they take in language (through unconscious absorption) if they are immersed in a spiritual atmosphere. When children are exposed to religion on a daily basis from birth, these impressions are absorbed deeply into the unconscious. She understood that the learning capacity of a young child is fundamentally different from that of an adult. Unlike the adult, learning happens unconsciously for the young child. She referred to this ability as the absorbent mind, saying that a child is unable to distinguish between positive and negative or useful and useless information. Like a sponge, the child absorbs knowledge, skills and information from her environment with very little effort.

Montessori saw the period from ages 2 to 4 as a sensory period and recommends that at this time, children should be taught through active participation and the use of specific sensory materials. Teachers should bear in mind that verbal instruction alone is insufficient and that movement and imagination is vital. Montessori believed that “the senses, being explorers of the world, open the way of knowledge” (Montessori, 1995, p.165). She advocated that children learn concepts best when they are introduced in a
concrete form, which can be explored using the senses (Montessori, 1966). She set out to cultivate an acute sense of observation in children by educating their senses, which has the advantage of enlarging the field of perception and of offering a foundation for intellectual growth. It is through their own activity and explorations of the environment that the child develops an understanding of various concepts. In addition to the emphasis placed on sensorial learning, Montessori advocated that religious sentiment should express love and protection. Children should be taught that God loves them, as it is in these early years that they need love and protection most (Montessori, 1946). She believed that by the time a child is 5, the main part of religious development was complete.

While Montessori does not take a consistent stance on religion, spirituality and the spiritual aspect of a child’s development are very prominent. She believed that children were spiritual beings and consistently placed great emphasis on the spiritual development of the child. The principles of spirituality can be found in all Montessori’s writings, not only her religious education writings (Tregenza, 2008). Her view was that the child was a spiritual being and that the environment had a vital role to play in the child’s spiritual life. She suggested many ways to protect the spirit and prepare the environment optimal to its development. Montessori advocated that the directress should have the knowledge of child development necessary to prepare an environment, which catered for the physical, intellectual, linguistic, emotional, social and spiritual needs of the child. She believed it was the role of the teacher to serve the child’s spirit.

The child’s development follows a path of successive stages of independence, and our knowledge of this must guide us in our behaviour towards him or her. We have to help the child to act, will and think for him or herself. This is the art of serving the spirit, an art, which can be practiced to perfection only when working among children (Montessori, 1995, p.257).

Montessori tried to develop a method to teach religion in a manner that would be universally applicable. After abandoning the experiment in Barcelona, she never experimented with or suggested an alternative method or approach to the teaching of a religion. The reason she abolished the experiment and religious education from her method, was due to the disjuncture she had between teaching faith and practices. For most of her career, she did not limit Montessori classrooms to the teaching of one
religion. Today Montessorians are divided between those who teach about many different religions and those who teach no religion but instead focus on the universal moral and spiritual themes of love, kindness, joy, the fundamental goodness of life and tolerance for all (Seldin & Epstein, 2003).

As seen in her personal life, Montessori’s vacillation with religion is echoed in her writings. When Montessori returns to her birth religion later in her career, we also see the return of religion in her lectures and writings. In the third edition of The Montessori Method, a chapter on religious education is included with changes to vocabulary and explanations, but not to the essence of her approach and its methods. In addition to this chapter, Montessori also published books on Christian Education and lectured about spirituality in children (May, ND).

I have shown that while religion was not explicitly included in the Montessori classroom, Dr Montessori indeed had a theory of religious education. Her views about religion in the classroom appear to be closely linked to her personal journey. Her indecisiveness about including or excluding religion mirrors her own personal indecisiveness about her birth religion. Despite the changing views about religion and its place in her schools, Montessori was consistent about the importance of spiritual development of young children.

2.3. Case Studies on Religion in Preschools

As can be seen in the previous section, the debate about whether or not religion should be a part of early childhood education exists in Montessori’s life and reflections. Like recent scholars, Montessori too saw the importance of nurturing spirituality in the early years of a child’s life. During her lifetime, Montessori experimented with religious instruction, preached about the importance of religion education and practiced secular spirituality within the pre-primary classroom. In this section, I turn to some studies done on specific schools. Some of them focus on spirituality, others on religious instruction and others on religion education. None of the studies look specifically at Religion and Montessori within a South African context, nor do any of them attempt to explore the phenomenon of Religion and Montessori or the challenges that Dr. Montessori faced a century ago.

Montessori’s personal vacillation about her religion has not prevented others from extending her work. Christian Montessori educators, in particular, have adopted and adapted her method for religious instruction. Some followers have expanded on her
early experiments with religion in the child-sized chapel in Barcelona and further developed religious education under the Montessori banner. Two major faith formation programmes based on teaching Christianity to children have emerged from this – namely the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd and Godly Play.

Sofia Cavalletti and her colleague Gianna Gobbi developed the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (CGS) based on the principles and methodology of Montessori’s earlier religious teachings. The foundation of this programme is to provide a carefully prepared environment in which children are free to encounter and explore the mystery of God. The development of the spiritual relationship is encouraged and supported through the manipulation of sensorial materials (Tregenza, 2008; Hyde, 2011). Cavalletti and Gobbi build on Montessori’s idea that by working with materials that educate the senses, the child harnesses the sense to recognize fine details and characteristics of the world around him or her.

Jerome Berryman, building on the work of Gobbi & Cavalletti, proposes Godly Play as an alternative approach to religious education, which aims to develop spirituality in children and describes it as his interpretation of Montessori’s Religious Education (Graham, 2007). Godly Play involves the telling of sacred stories and parables, using props and objects, to engage children in the Christian language system, and creates a space for children to ask questions and safely confront their existential limits. He uses the environment to create a space in which spirituality is nurtured and one’s relationship to God can be discovered (Reck, 2012). According to Hyde (2011), despite the fact that Berryman’s approach reflects Cavalletti’s process, his focus on the significance of play and creativity indicates a departure from the Montessori principles as interpreted by Cavalletti. Godly Play focuses mostly on the importance of children learning about religion through sensory explorations, movement and imagination. The adult plays a big role in the child’s experience, guiding it according to a set script (for the story) as well as the questions posed after each story. Godly Play prescribes the content and manner in which stories are told to the children and does not give the narrator the freedom to adapt to the children’s needs or questions. Both Cavalletti and Berryman agree that young children can indeed learn about spirituality though the manipulation of sensorial materials.

Coates (2011) and Schein (2013) both advocate the compatibility of Montessori and Judaism. Coates (2011) argues that Montessori is not only compatible with the Jewish
faith, but that its devotion to spiritual quests and its focus on universal values make it appealing to all religions. She believes that the Montessori principles of caring for the environment, self-sufficiency, independence and justice integrate well with principles of the Jewish faith and culture, and is useful in building communities. Coates also cites Harris (2005) who argues that the increase in the numbers of Jewish families opting for Montessori education is a result of the level of academic excellence the Montessori method has proven to produce, in addition to it having elements of a traditional Jewish education. Montessori provides children with “spiritual knowledge and a cultural framework to function within society,” demonstrating an understanding that there is a place for religion within education (Coates, 2011). Coates focuses on the shared values of Jewish and Montessori communities in developing children who are capable, confident and spiritually awakened, and advocates that all Jewish schools adopt the Montessori method.

Schein (2013) too advocates the relevance of Montessori for 21st century Jewish children living in America. Her study was born out of her criticism that non-religious Montessori schools lack spirituality. She defines spiritual development as the integration of deep connections and dispositions reinforced by spiritual moments. Looking at the reflections of parent and early childhood educators, Schein constructs a theory of spiritual development of young children. The theory looks at ways one can nurture spiritual growth and development of children living in 21st century America, beginning at birth. In order to support young children’s spiritual development, Schein’s theory advocates two phases – the first looks at the process in which children begin their spiritual journeys, and the second includes participants’ descriptions of the kinds of moments they believe could support spiritual development in young children without using a religious lens (Schein, 2013). She concludes with a description of how her theory can be adapted for the spiritual development of young Jewish children. Jewish religious and cultural life enable children to establish trust and deep connections. These connections lead to children developing and strengthening their understanding of themselves and others so that they may begin to develop a belief system. This belief system ultimately leads to “actions reflective in complex dispositions” which works together in nurturing the spiritual development of young children. Both Coates and Schein advocate the compatibility of the philosophies of Judaism and Montessori. Neither discusses specific methods of how Jewish religion should be brought into the classroom.
Ahmad (2014) highlights the importance of having a strong foundation in education from an early age, in order to produce lifelong learners. She advocates that the Montessori method is suitable for this goal, as it encourages the use of the senses to explore and understand the world. She emphasizes how compatible this is with Islam, as the Quran emphasizes the greatness of the senses “And God who brought you from your mother’s womb knowing nothing but He has endowed you with hearing, sight and mind so that you might have cause to be grateful” (16:78; as cited in Ahmad, 2014). Ahmad goes on to highlight that both Montessori and Islam teaches peace and love towards the environment and all living things. According to Ahmad, Montessori and Islam also teach that newborns have an inherent sense of good and bad, and should therefore have good role models and be given lessons in grace and courtesy. She encourages that more Muslims should take the initiative to start Montessori pre-schools but cautions that they should do it with a sincere intention to “provide quality, affordable education and to earn the reward from God” (Ahmad, 2014, p.19). Like Coates and Schein, Ahmad focuses on the compatibility of religious tradition and Montessori, but does not discuss a method of implementation. Other studies on Montessori ECD do not focus on specific traditions. Bone, Cullen & Loveridge (2007) looked at everyday experiences of children in three different early childhood settings in Aotearoa, New Zealand. Each setting (a Montessori classroom, a private pre-school and a Rudolf Steiner [Waldorf] kindergarten) represented the opinions of teachers, parents and children. The study focuses on the practices surrounding food and eating, and uses sharing of food as a starting point for analyzing spiritual experiences. This research presents the concept of everyday spirituality, by recognizing the mystery, wonder and extraordinary in ordinary mundane events (Bone, Cullen & Loveridge, 2007). In all three settings, Bone found that everyday spirituality was part of daily pedagogical practice and reflected the holistic aspects of the early childhood curriculum in Aotearoa. She found that different spiritual experiences were supported in each of the settings, and that the spirit of the child was celebrated in each setting. In particular, she found spiritual aspects in many parts of the everyday life of the Montessori setting, and believed that the philosophy of Montessori had embedded in it a space for the development and exploration of the spiritual (Bone, 2008). Bone has demonstrated what many Montessorians believe – that spirituality may be separated from religion, but it cannot be separated from Montessori!
Tregenza (2008) also looks at Montessori’s ideas and principles about spirituality. In her study based in South Australia, she looks at the place of spirituality in education. The Government of South Australia included spiritual wellbeing as one of the five dimensions in its “Learner Wellbeing Framework.” She finds that Montessori’s ideas and principles are useful for contemporary educators in informing, understanding and responding to the challenges they face with regards to the spiritual needs of young children. She advocates that Montessori’s ideas about the spiritual wellbeing of children are still relevant and valid for 21st century children.

Cossentino (2005) examines the practice of Montessori education as ritualized activity, echoing practices in religions. She studies a lesson in a Montessori primary classroom using the lens of ritual to examine the practice of Montessori education. She regards ritual in this context as “the action of teaching and learning, and the messages that are embedded in that action” (Cossentino, 2005, p.226). Cossentino argues that ritual functions as a symbolic connection between the “Montessori method (as articulated by Dr Montessori) and its practice as enacted by Montessorians” (Cossentino, 2005, p. 214). According to Cossentino, ritualized activity defines the framework of Montessori practice and draws attention to the intricacy and unity of the method. The Montessori ‘cosmological’ worldview is centred on independence, concentration, coordination, respect and order. Montessorians construct their practice within the cultural and technical borders of this worldview. One finds Montessorians across the world showing children in a very specific manner how to roll and unroll a mat, how to pour dry and wet ingredients, how to place cubes one on top of the other to build a tower and so forth. Like many religions, Montessori is established on practice. Cossentino advocates that Montessori practice is cosmological and ritualized and believes that ritualized activity is amongst the most distinctive features of the Montessori method. She suggests that Montessori Education is a religion!

In a study conducted in Massachusetts, at Tufts University’s lab school, Mardell & Abo-Zena (2010) spent the final two months of the school year focusing on the topic of beliefs with 18 kindergartners at the inclusive model early childhood centre. The project aimed to create a space in which children could explore their own and others’ understanding, questions and perspectives of the divine, creation and heaven. The project was born after children demonstrated an interest in spiritual matters and requested “directly to study God” (p.13). Mardell & Abo-Zena argue that although
children generally study world religions in middle and high schools, they should develop the disposition of tolerance during early childhood years, as this is the ideal time for children to develop positive attitudes towards themselves and others. It is during the early childhood period that children first gain knowledge and develop opinions about differences, and if the exploration of different beliefs is guided and encouraged during this time children will be more tolerant. Mardell & Abo-Zena found that participation in this project promoted tolerance amongst the children, and improved their problem-solving and critical-thinking abilities. The project concludes that young children are perfectly capable of engaging in respectful discussions about beliefs, and advocates that issues of religious diversity and differences in beliefs should be made an intentional part of the early childhood curriculum, even as part of classroom conversations. Mardell & Abo-Zena have taken the approach that nurturing spirituality intentionally in early childhood programmes should be done in the context of religion education, i.e. teaching about many different religions.

2.4. Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the different views of spirituality in Early Childhood Development scholarship. It shows that the debate of including or excluding religion from early childhood settings is not unique to Montessori. This chapter also highlights the struggle that Dr. Montessori faced in terms of religion – both in her personal and professional capacity. While Montessori’s belief that spirituality is of vital importance in the early years is consistent with the views of scholars around the world, she left a mixed legacy for teaching religion in schools.

The case studies reviewed show how early childhood practitioners across the world differ on the place of religion in pre-primary classrooms. Both Montessori and early childhood settings in general include the nurturing of spirituality in early childhood settings in one of three ways, that is through religious instruction, spirituality and through religion education.

This study seeks to get greater insight into religious education in Montessori schools in the Western Cape. It will pay attention to the contemporary practices of Montessori teachers to see how they are teaching religion, how has Montessori’s sometimes ambivalent approach influenced their approach and also what the goals of their religious education are. Moreover, it seeks to find if Montessorians today face the same struggles
that she faced in terms of religion and whether their approach to religious education may be regarded as religious instruction, secular spirituality or religion education.
Chapter Three: Methodology

This chapter describes the research design and outlines the rationale for the methodological choices made. It looks at the limitations of the research design before concluding.

3.1. Research Design

3.1.1 Framework

In order to generate the type of data necessary to answer my research questions I needed to carefully consider the research approach I would use. As I sought depth in the data I found the qualitative approach most fitting. The qualitative approach also held a greater possibility than the quantitative approach to get closer to the contemporary practice of teachers; and it offered better insights about religion in the Montessori context.

I initially set out to study religion in 3 different faith-based Montessori schools. During the data collection period I realized that in order to get a broader view of religion in Montessori I needed also to look at a Montessori school that had no affiliation to any religion as well. Since the study looks at multiple groups of people, it is referred to as a collective case study approach (Fouché, 2005).

According to Baxter & Jack (2008), qualitative case studies are useful for exploring or describing a phenomenon in context and allows for the use of various data sources. The strategy of using different data sources boosts the credibility of results and is convenient for drawing comparisons. This design is therefore quite appropriate to achieve the broader aim of the study – i.e. for furthering the understanding of religious education in Montessori preschools in the Western Cape.

Observations allowed me to gain some insight and a deeper understanding of the setting and the contemporary practice of teachers. It enabled me to pick up on things people may not necessarily talk about during an interview, and had the added advantage of enabling me to capture the context within which people interact (Strydom, 2002).

Interviews are better suited to gain understanding about the goals of religious education and the impact of Montessori’s approach on teachers’ practice. According to Cassell & Symon (2004), interviews are useful to establish interviewees’ perspectives and how and why they have come to their particular perspectives. As one of the most flexible
methods of data collection, it also allows the researcher to explore different levels of meaning and is a method readily accepted by participants (Cassell & Symon). As a Montessori teacher trainer in my personal capacity, I realized that engaging with contemporary practice of teachers could directly influence my work with students in the future. Relating theory to practice adds authenticity and relevance to students and the outcomes of this study could directly impact teacher education.

3.2. Research Questions

This study aims to explore what is happening in terms of religion in Montessori schools and has one general question: “What is religious education in Montessori schools?” This question will help me define the landscape of religious education in Montessori schools in the Western Cape. In order to interrogate this question in a variety of ways, I observed the practice and then gain insights into the thinking behind the practices through interviews.

The study also has three specific questions. “How are teachers teaching religion? “Are they aware of Maria Montessori’s approach to religious education?” and “What are the goals of their religious education?” By looking at how they are teaching religion, I aim to evaluate particular schools offering religious instruction, religion education or spirituality. This question also allows comparisons across the schools as it enabled me to look at the similarities and differences in their methods of teaching religion. When trying to establish if they are aware of Maria Montessori’s approach to religious education, I aim to determine to what extent Maria Montessori has influenced their religious education programme. Are they directly or indirectly aware of the uncertainty in Maria Montessori’s approach to religious education? More interestingly, are they encountering the same challenges that she faced in the teaching of religion. Finally, by exploring the goals of their religious education programmes I aim to find out if their goals impact on the manner in which they teach and allow me to determine if they are creating their own definitions of religion and religious education.

3.3. Data Collection

Data collection at the faith-based schools took place between November 2014 and February 2015. Due to the late decision to include a Non-Denominational school as well
as the difficulties experienced in locating one willing to participate in the study, the data collection at this school was only done in August 2015.

3.3.1 Observations
Data for each case study was collected through 4 observations and 2 semi-structured interviews at each of the four schools (i.e. a total of 16 observations and 8 interviews). Some of the research questions could best be answered through observations. It is well known that the presence of an observer can impact the behaviour, practices and relationships of the observed. To minimize this effect, I spent 4 days in each school for periods ranging between 2 and 3 hours per observation. This allowed me to observe adults and children in their ‘natural setting,’ and to desensitize them to my presence. Each observation examined the practices of circle time, greetings, meal times and any celebrations or religious lessons or events that took place during my visit. An open-ended naturalistic approach was followed to enable me to report on what was actually happening in these schools. Field notes taken during the observations contain a chronological description of the observations. Some parts of the sessions were audio-recorded and some were video-recorded to assist me with data capturing. This data was transcribed and added to my observation notes.

3.3.2 Interviews
The use of interviews was vital in determining a layer of understanding that is not possible through observations. I interviewed the principal and directress (teacher) in each school, which helped me to determine their justifications, thoughts and intentions on the subject of religion, and to establish the level of importance they placed on religion in the school. Interviews were conducted using a semi-structured guide with a combination of open and closed ended questions. While the interviews were flexible, I used an interview schedule (Appendix 3) as a guide to stay focused on my research questions. The interviews varied in length between 30 and 60 minutes and were all audio-recorded and manually transcribed.

3.4. Selection of Participants
The participants in the study, located in the Western Cape province of South Africa, were teachers, principals and indirectly children in three faith-based Montessori schools as well as one Montessori school not affiliated to any religion. The Western Cape is a culturally diverse province in South Africa, home to people from multiple religions and
cultures. The final sample shows a good mix of race, socio-economic status and religions representative of the Western Cape communities.

In 2015 the South African Montessori Association (SAMA) provided me with an unofficial count of Montessori schools in South Africa. There are currently 400 known Montessori schools in South Africa, of which approximately 90 are located in the Western Cape. About 15 of these schools are faith-based; leading me to believe it would be quite easy to find schools to participate in the study. This was not the case. In general, people do not like being observed. My role as a Montessori teacher trainer may have aggravated this, but it is more likely that because the study looks at religion that people were not keen to get involved.

3.4.1 Non-denominational School

Despite the fact that the biggest percentage of Montessori schools in the Western Cape are not affiliated to a specific religion, I found it quite challenging to find a non-denominational school willing to participate. At the mere mention of religion, most schools cautiously turned me away. One school went as far as saying that it was a “sensitive topic”. After about 6 failed attempts to secure a non-denominational school willing to participate, I finally turned to the South African Montessori Association (SAMA)’s list of “authentic” Montessori schools looking for a school that had no affiliation to a specific religion. (SAMA defines authentic schools as those who adhere to the 6 fundamental principles of Montessori schools – See Appendix 6). It did not matter if the school did not teach religion at all, or if the school chose to teach about various religions. I wanted a school that did not teach only about one specific religion. A Non-Denominational Montessori School about 50 km outside of the city centre finally agreed to participate.

3.4.2 Islamic School

With the recent surge in Islamic Montessori schools I expected to find Islamic schools much easier. However, I had a similar experience in my search for a non-denominational school. One school turned me away with no reason, while another school agreed, but then cancelled the visits on the day. My attempts to reschedule appointments were met with no response. Two schools then indicated a willingness to participate, both regarding themselves as Montessori schools but I chose to go with the school that responded first.
3.4.3 Christian School
At the outset I believed that it would be easiest to locate a Christian Montessori school. However most schools affiliated to Christianity either did not teach the religion, or they considered themselves as Montessori-based (i.e. religious schools using aspects of Montessori). After following up with some leads, I found a school in Oudtshoorn, which is located on the outskirts of the Western Cape Province. They led me to the school used in this study.

3.4.4 Jewish School
The Jewish school was the easiest to find. It was the only one I had heard of in the Western Cape and when I contacted them, they were keen to participate. Once they had agreed, I discovered that there were other Jewish Montessori schools as well. Gaining access to the school required me to apply to the Jewish Community Liaison Officer for clearance and authorization to conduct my research there. The application required me to complete a form with identifying and contact details and to submit proof of identification as well as a letter from my supervisor on the University’s letterhead.

3.5. Generalizability
Given the small sample size of this study, I acknowledge that no claims for generalizability or applicability of findings can be made.

3.6. Data Analysis
The main aim for analyzing the data was to find answers to the research questions I had set. The data was analyzed using a Qualitative Thematic Analysis. This approach helps to describe and organize data by analyzing it for ideas, themes and categories (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Strydom, 2002). A theme captures something important about the data in relation to the research question and represents some level of patterned response or meaning within the data set (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.82).

The data was analyzed in the framework provided by the research questions. The themes identified in sentences and paragraphs were linked to the research questions. Once themes were identified, the data was coded to make comparisons or to identify patterns in the data that may require further analysis (Strydom, 2002). I manually coded the data, which helped me to get really close to the materials and made the identification of themes and ideas much easier.
One criticism of my approach might be that it is subjective as it depends largely on my interpretation and experience. This may also affect the reliability of the results. The flexibility of the approach makes it difficult to determine what aspect of the data is important and in the same light, important data may also be missed (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The process of analyzing the data was a cause of some anxiety on my part as I realized at some points I had just stopped the observation too early, or I found myself asking leading questions in the interviews or not probing enough. I could also associate with the common criticism of this approach to data analysis that it was time consuming. However, I need to acknowledge that the time spent analyzing data could have been reduced significantly through the use of specialized computer programmes.

3.7. Limitations of the study

As with most qualitative studies the sample sizes are usually limited. This ultimately relates to limited data as more data could have been gathered with a larger sample size. However, as explained with the rationale in the research design I sought in-depth data as opposed to the extensive data involving a larger sample size. With regards to the literature, I was also challenged in accessing some of the original texts, as they were over 100 years old and out of print. I wrote to numerous companies locally and internationally, and even posted an advert on Facebook for one of the books.

3.8. Ethical Considerations

The research ethics committee of the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Cape Town requires ethical clearance on all research involving human subjects. I applied for, and received ethical clearance for my study before I approached the schools. The schools were approached for consent prior to the commencement of fieldwork. The schools were provided with a letter outlining the aims of the study, and the contact details of the researcher and the Department. Schools were free to pass this information to parents and governing bodies if needed. Each principal and directress also received an information sheet about the research together with my contact details and the contact details of the Department. The letter also outlined the aims of the study, what it involved and their right to withdraw from the study at any point. A sample of this letter can be seen in Appendix 1. The principals and directresses were required to sign as an
indication of informed consent to participate in the study. A sample of the consent form can be seen in Appendix 2.

3.9. Confidentiality

Participants were informed that their responses would be treated confidentially, and that while pseudonyms would be used, the approximate location of the school would be known. I handled all the raw data and ensured that pseudonyms were used for the directress, the principal, the children and the schools. I made every effort to maintain confidentiality throughout the research process; and also tried to minimize the possibility of identification in the manner in which I wrote up the contextual data relevant to the study.

3.10. Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the research design of this study. It has shown how a qualitative research approach was the most appropriate in advancing my aims; i.e. to establish a deeper understanding of religion in Montessori preschools. A collective case study approach has proved useful in answering the main research questions using both observations and interviews to gather data. The data collection process has yielded some interesting results, which will be discussed in the following chapters.

This chapter has also outlined the limitations of the study, and recognizes that the findings may not easily be generalized. Nevertheless, the research undertaken has been significant in providing some insight on religious education in Montessori pre-schools in the Western Cape. These insights will be discussed in the next few chapters, which provides the findings of the study.
Chapter Four: School Profiles

This research study sets out to explore religion in Montessori early childhood settings in the Western Cape province of South Africa. The main participants in this study were the principals, teachers and indirectly, the children in three faith-based Montessori schools as well as one Montessori school not affiliated to any religion. All the schools are situated in different suburbs in the Western Cape. This chapter provides a short profile of each school. It starts with a brief description of the Western Cape and then goes on to describe each of the schools in terms of its structure and operations to set the context for the findings discussed in the chapters to follow. To preserve anonymity of the participants, pseudonyms have been used for all schools, teachers and children.

4.1 The Western Cape

Geographically, the Western Cape is the 4th largest province in South Africa. It occupies approximately 10% of the total area of South Africa, and is home to approximately 10% of the total national population. According to the 2011 Census there are 5,822,734 million people residing in the Western Cape (Stats SA, 2015). The Western Cape is made up of six Municipalities and all the schools in this study are serviced by the City of Cape Town Municipality.

4.2 The Non-Denominational Montessori School [Non-Denominational]

The Non-Denominational Montessori School is situated in a town in the Western Cape about 50 kilometres east of the city centre. The Non-Denominational Montessori started informally in 1996 as a playgroup in the owner’s lounge, and officially opened its doors in January 1998. For the past 17 years, the Non-Denominational Montessori has been adhering to Montessori best practices. The school is a full member of the South African Montessori Association. As a member of the Independent Schools Association of Southern Africa (ISASA), the school is expected to have quality assurance assessments. These are conducted by the Independent Quality Assurance Association (IQAA).

The school currently operates from the same residential property (but in a separate building built especially for the school), with special consent from the local municipality to host 40 enrolled learners. One enters the school via the garden, passing the main...
house. There is also an outbuilding, which is used as a library and a space for circle time or large group activities. The outdoor environment is set up with distinct areas. There is a space for gardening, gross motor development and caring for pets (the school has rabbits). There is a table, chairs and shelves set out with activities appropriate for use outdoors.

When entering the school building, one steps into a tiny room where some files are kept. This room also has some activities set up and a child-sized table and serves as a workspace for both adults and children. The classroom has two-levels with 5 or 6 steps leading into a space with a low ceiling, which creates the feeling of a children’s space. At the bottom of the steps to the left, is a little passage on the lower level where bags are stored neatly out of the way. The downstairs area has one classroom space and another smaller space off it, which has a sink at adult height, a children’s table and an art drying rack. The classroom is set up with Art and Practical Life (life skills) Activities.

The upstairs level has the Language, Maths, Culture and Sensorial areas. There is also a sink at child-height upstairs as well as a toilet area. There are 3 cubicles, each with a curtain for privacy. The classroom has bay windows, with shelves custom-made to fit below them.

School starts at 08h30 daily. As children arrive they are allowed to play inside or outside. At 08h30, they ring a bell to signal to the children that it is time to go inside. On some mornings the English and Afrikaans groups will have separate circle time either in the library area, or in the upstairs classroom. They then have a work cycle of 3 hours. On the mornings that they do not have circle time, they move straight into work time. After the work cycle they have a large group snack for the English and Afrikaans children combined in the upstairs area, and then they all go outside to play. After outside play, they have separate story times – one group will use the library and the other will have their storytime in the upstairs room before they go home.

There are approximately 40 children split between the English and Afrikaans classes. The children range in age between 3 and 6 years old. The school is open to all religions and races.

The founder of the privately owned Non-Denominational Montessori Pre-School is both the principal and Afrikaans directress at the independent bilingual school. She is a qualified journalist who studied the Montessori course and changed her career to care for her son. The school has an English class and an Afrikaans class each with its own
directress and assistant. While the groups take turns working upstairs or downstairs, the children share the space during work time (i.e. the children can choose to work wherever they like). During my observations, the school also hosted a student who was doing her teaching practice. Both the directresses are Montessori trained through the London Montessori Centre, who offered training many years ago at the Auburn House School in Kenilworth; and both are registered with the South African Council of Educators (SACE). The assistants are both untrained and have only received informal training from the staff at the school.

The school’s vision is “to develop independent and self-thinking individuals who help to create a better world for themselves and others by actively contributing to a changing society” (NDS, School Information Documents, 2015). The school aims to provide a nurturing, cooperative learning environment, which respects the diversity, needs and rights of all learners and encourages respect for self, others, the environment and for life. According to the owner, the school’s main mission is “to create an environment in which every child can be the best he can be.”

When asked about religion, the owner felt that it did not belong in the pre-primary classroom. She was familiar with Montessori’s experiments with religion as well as her oscillation with religion in her personal and professional life. Even though she does not attend church regularly, she saw herself as a religious person. She personally struggles to understand the resurrection and the crucifixion and felt challenged by the thought of teaching that to 3-6 year olds in a Montessori context that is anchored in reality. She believes that religious education with this age group will be as superficial as “pictures of Jonah and the whale” to colour in. Like Maria Montessori, the principal also struggled between faith and practices.

4.3 The Islamic Montessori School

The Islamic Montessori School is situated in the southern suburbs of the City of Cape Town in the Western Cape. The Islamic Montessori started as a non-profit organization in 2006 for 5 children in the garage of a local imam’s (religious leader) house. The school has since grown substantially over the last 9 years and is now located at the back of a family home with 3 classrooms specially built for the purpose of the school. By 2015, there were 48 children registered and they had two pre-primary classes and one primary class sharing the playground at different times.
One enters the school via the front garden, passing the entrance to the main house. Off this walkway, one finds the reception, office, staff toilets and kitchen located at the back of the main house before the gate to the school. The two pre-primary classes are next to each other, each with its own toilet cubicle inside. Next to the pre-primary class is a small room used for individual Madrassah (Islamic school) lessons, and adjacent to this is the room used for the primary children. The outdoor area is large with a wooden jungle gym, pot plants, benches and a little wooden house for the children to play in.

The classroom has large glass sliding doors leading into a large rectangular shaped room. As you enter, you see a sink area for washing dishes on the left and to the right you see some shelves, child-sized tables and chairs. The classroom has distinct areas for Art; Practical Life (life skills); Sensorial; Maths, Language and Culture.

There are two pre-primary classrooms, each with approximately 20 children. Both classes have vertical age groupings with children aged between 3 and 6 years old. The school is open to children of all religions and races, but only has Muslim children enrolled.

On completion of her Montessori pre-primary qualification, the founder (and current principal) of the Islamic school enrolled for an Islamic Studies course at a family member’s Islamic college. The principal completed her training with the College of Modern Montessori. Each of the two pre-primary classes has a qualified Directress and an Assistant still in training. The Directress of the class I observed completed her Montessori 3-6 pre-primary course at Auburn House in 2014. The teaching staff in the school are all Muslim. While the school has no official specifications that staff should be Muslim, the school has specific expectations of the staff in terms of dress and behaviour. The principal believes that as the “flag bearer of Islam” (IP, Interview, 12th April 2015), the teacher has the responsibility to bring truth to the child and to teach children about the correct hijab (religious dress). She requires staff to wear modest, loose fitting clothing, as they are the role models for the children and need to set the correct example. Most of the teachers in the school have completed varying degrees of Islamic Courses. The school requires teachers who have not completed any Islamic courses to start with one as soon as they are employed. This is essential, as the school tries to integrate religion into the daily programme. Teachers employed specifically for religious instruction are not required to have specific qualifications but they are expected to read
the Quran with the correct grammar rules and pronunciations, which is assessed by the principal.

According to the school’s website, the primary goal of the Islamic school is to enter paradise and to be saved from hellfire. Their secondary goal is to provide children with the best all-round education based on the teachings and principles of the Quran and Sunnah, within a Montessori based environment. The principal had a vision of offering an authentic Montessori programme together with religious instruction in Islam. She felt that Montessori resonated so well with what she learnt about Islam that she needed to merge the two. While she had heard about Montessori’s experiment school, she was not really aware of her religious approach or experiments with religion.

4.4 The Christian Montessori School

The Christian Montessori school is situated in a quiet settlement about 15 kilometres north of Durbanville in the Western Cape. The community has mostly poor and unemployed people and is in the midst of a largely industrial area. The school officially opened its doors in March 2006 in a building especially built for the purposes of a school. In 2004, when the committee which started the school was formed, there was no building available in the community. They aimed to transform the community through the children and believed that the Lord led them to the realization that “if you want people to be uplifted and to develop a good self-image, you must give them the best you can” (CS, Information Documents, 2015). The committee’s mandate states that, “You cannot take a child out of a squatter house and put them into a squatter crèche.” They felt that containers were not suitable for children as they were designed for storing boxes and goods. It is common practice to convert shipping containers into classrooms in poor communities in South Africa. The containers are known as edutainers and are delivered as ready-to-use crèches with access for disabled learners (Bright Kid Foundation, 2013).

One of the founder members researched alternative options. He came across building material, which was suitable to produce a good-looking building. The building was designed to allow that it be built in phases and could gradually be extended to serve the community at large through various upliftment projects. The committee aims to operate independently of municipal services and therefore built the school to operate as green as possible with the technology at their disposal.
The school is situated on a large plot with classrooms, training rooms and offices leading to a common quad area. One enters the school into this quad area. The school has a large play area behind the classrooms as well as a vegetable garden. The classroom I observed consisted of two inter-leading rooms with small windows and a wooden door on each room. The first room has a child-sized sink, a small dressing table with mirror and shelves with Practical Life, Sensorial and Art activities set out. The second room has Maths, Language, Culture and Religious activities set out. There are a few low tables pushed next to each other and a large floor mat in each class.

The school is a Jubilee Excellence School (JES), which incorporates the Montessori method of education. This curriculum has been developed over a period of 22 years and prescribes lessons taught each day. The curriculum teaches scripture and God’s love for children as a foundation on which their lives and futures are built upon. It is based on various aspects of the creation as recorded in The Bible, elements of the National Curriculum as well as the Montessori apparatus and philosophy. The JES curriculum includes approximately 122 boxes of pictures related to various aspects of the broader theme of creation, thereby expanding on themes covered by schools that follow the National Curriculum.

The school has four classrooms, each able to cater for 40 children with four teachers. The school currently accommodates over 140 children between the ages of 3 and 6. The school is open to children from all religions and races. But the community it operates in is predominantly Christian, and the school has only Christian children enrolled. The class has multiple ages from 3 to 5, but Grade R children are in a separate class.

The school is a project of a non-profit organization, which was started in 2004 when a group of people from various ministry projects in the community formed a committee to start a school. The principal (a former manager at a mushroom factory shop and a member of the community), started at the school as a teacher when it first opened.

Most of the teachers are unemployed people from the community with no previous training. They complete a ten-week training in the Jubilee Excellence School (JES) curriculum before they are placed in a classroom for in-service training. They are then sent to the Sustainability Institute in Stellenbosch to complete a Level 4 or Level 5 qualification in ECD, focusing on Montessori. Some of them are then assisted to enroll for a B.Ed. Degree. All the teachers are required to teach religion. They refer to the Bible for guidance and have regular staff meetings in which they read from the Bible. The class
I observed in had an Afrikaans Directress, a Xhosa Assistant and an additional helper who spoke Afrikaans and some Xhosa.

The committee has a vision of uplifting and empowering the community by introducing them to Biblical principles and Godly values. It believed that it would best reach the community through a pre-school, which trained and employed people from its own community. Searching for a curriculum that would achieve their goals, it started the pre-school as a Jubilee Excellence School (JES) with a focus on character transformation, respect, fairness, citizenship, responsibility, caring and discipline. The Montessori element was added later because it resonated so well with the school’s principles and teachings. The principal’s vision is to see the children make something of their lives that they grow up in the image that God wants them to be.

4.5 The Jewish Montessori School

The Jewish Montessori School is situated about 15 kilometres north of the city centre. The Jewish Montessori School is a full member of the South African Montessori Association and an affiliate of the Chabad Early Childhood Education (CECE) network. The founders set out to establish a Jewish community centre and found a need for a preschool. It was started in 2006 with 6 children in a renovated garage. In 2007, the founders bought the current location for the school and started a second pre-primary class and later a primary and toddler class. The current site is a large double-storey building, with a large playground, shared by all the different age groups at different times. The school is also used as a community centre, where adults come to learn about Judaism or participate in Jewish rituals and religious celebrations. On arrival at the school a security guard opens the gate and leads one to a foyer, which also serves as the reception area. To the left is a staircase to the upstairs classes and to the right is a door to the primary classes. Straight ahead one walks through the staff room into the large playground, which has a jungle gym area, a sandpit and a large walk through rabbit hutch. The staff room is also used as a meeting room for adults in the community who come in for special religious classes to learn about Judaism. The classroom I observed in is upstairs. One walks through another class to get to it. There is another door that leads onto a small balcony, which has a staircase into the playground. The classroom is small and has an adult-height counter with a sink in it. The shelves, tables and chairs are all child sized. The Montessori areas are not clearly defined and seem to be combined in
one space of the classroom. There is also a computer in the corner of this space. There is a dress up area as well as a Jewish cultural area. The class has its own toilet with a door. The class has washing lines hung from wall to wall across the ceiling at roughly adult head height, with some decorations and artwork on it. There is also an upside down umbrella hanging from the curtain rail, which is decorated as a spider web. There are quite a few posters, some of which include children’s comments. For example, one poster has hand written headings: “This term we enjoyed”, “Next term we’d like to learn about” and below it are answers to this question that appears to have come from the children.

I observed the classroom on Friday mornings leading up to Hanukkah. The school has a special snack planned on their Sabbath Day in preparation for Hanukkah. Shabbat snack is a special time where the children role-play the rituals. Every child has a turn to take the role of the Shabbat *ima* (mother) or *Abba* (father). Their parents are invited to observe and are given a box to take home, which contains some Shabbat wine (grape juice), Shabbat candles and some home baked * Challahs* (bread). They sing blessings over the candles to “welcome” Shabbat, recite the Kiddush-blessing over the wine and sing the motzee-prayer for eating bread over the Challah.

The school has merged a bit of Montessori with what is known as the Reggio Emilia approach to education. Reggio Emilia is a town outside of Milan, Italy, in which schools are built on a social constructivist framework inspired by John Dewey and other prominent theorists. The Reggio Emilia approach sees children as the collective responsibility of the community. It states that knowledge is co-constructed through engagement with the environment and others, and views the child as an active participant in learning (Dodd-Nufrio, 2011). It believes that all children have the potential to learn and that preschool education is a right. “One of the key principles of the Reggio Emilia schools is a deeply held belief in the positive image of the child. It builds on the premise that each child has the desire to connect with others, to engage in learning, and to enter into a relationship with their environment” (Dodd-Nufrio, p. 236).

The school has two classes for children aged 3-6 years, but the children are split according to ages. The class I observe in had eight 4 – 5 year olds, a Directress and an assistant. The school also has a toddler classroom, a primary class for children aged 6 – 9 and one for children aged 9 – 12. The school is only open to Jewish children, regardless of the family’s level of observance, or affiliation. As a Jewish centre with a purpose to
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give Jewish instruction, they do not want to reduce the focus on Jewish studies. Being a child-centred organization, the principal believes that if they took children from other religions, they would have to give equal ground to all the religions coming in, and this would diffuse their focus on Jewish education.

The school is owned by a non-profit organization. It is a project of the synagogue and Jewish community centre. It does not have any policies with regards to employing Jewish teachers only. In fact, all the lead teachers in the school are non-Jewish. The principal believes that adults are able to keep their own religion to themselves. When children are aware that their teacher observes a different religion, they can learn to be tolerant, respecting her and at the same time develop respect for the world at large. Non-Jewish teachers are not expected to learn the Jewish brachas (prayers) but most of them know it after being in the school for such long periods. Some of the teachers are qualified in Montessori, while others have some levels of Reggio training. During the interview process, non-Jewish teachers are asked if they are willing to “submit” themselves to a Jewish belief system (JP, Interview, 11th March 2015). Finding appropriately qualified Jewish teachers available to work as lead teachers has proven quite challenging. For Jewish instruction however, the school employs only Jewish observant teachers. They undergo special training in Israel called Telam, which they upgrade on an annual basis.

The couple that started the school belonged to Chabad Lubavitch, which is the largest international unified religious, educational and social movement in the Jewish world. The director of this movement recognized the needs of a growing Jewish community and approached the current principal and her Rabbi husband in 2004 to establish a centre of Jewish life on the West Coast of Cape Town. The Chabad was established to strengthen the West Coast Jewish Community by bringing together all Jews in the community, regardless of their level of observation. A community synagogue (Shul) was set up to promote Jewish pride and identity, to enrich Torah study and knowledge and to enhance traditional observance and celebration. Additionally, the centre endeavours to nurture and develop faith and trust in God, to impart a love and flair for the beauty of Judaism and to inculcate a love for the Holy Land of Eretz Yisrael and to inculcate an involvement in the performance of the Mitzvot (precepts) of the Torah. With a goal of achieving high educational standards in a Jewish environment, they started the school as a Montessori school. Later, they discovered the Reggio approach and found that it was quite
compatible with Montessori. The school has moved more towards Reggio. The principal expressed the need to bring in more Montessori again to give it more balance.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter has looked at the main participants in this study to establish the context in which the study is set. While the schools are all unique, they all share some similarities. The chapter shows that all the schools are situated in different suburbs in the Western Cape. The religious schools were all started in 2006 as non-profit organizations or as projects of non-profit organizations, while the Non-Denominational school started in 1998 and is privately owned. Only the Islamic and Non-Denominational schools are fully Montessori schools, while the Christian and Jewish schools have incorporated Montessori alongside other curriculums. The Christian school is a Jubilee Excellence School and the Jewish school is a Reggio Emilia inspired school. With the exception of the Jewish school that is only open to Jewish families, all the other schools are open to other religions. They however, only have children from their own religion enrolled at the school. The Non-Denominational school is multi-religious. The Jewish instruction teachers are required to have specific training, while the religious teachers at the Islamic and Christian schools are only expected to have a certain level of general knowledge about their own religion. Finally, the religious schools all share a goal of strengthening their religions. With the exception of the Islamic school, all the other schools have expressed the aim to develop children that will have a positive impact on the community or society at large. Having set this context, the next chapter will look at the differences and similarities these schools have with regards to religion.
Chapter Five: Justification and Rationale

This chapter explores the justification and rationale of the schools for religious Montessori education. The data gathered are outlined under the headings directly related to the research questions. The previous chapter has provided a short profile of each school in a way that the reader is able to identify the types of schools and areas in which they are located. In this chapter and the next one, I begin to answer the general question of “What is religious education in Montessori schools?” I do this by looking at the specific questions “What are the goals of their religious education?” “Are they aware of Maria Montessori’s approach to religious education?” and “How are teachers teaching religion?”. This chapter explores the schools’ justifications for including or excluding religion, and then the goals of its religious programmes. By exploring the goals of the religious education programmes of the schools, I can establish whether or not their goals impact on the manner in which they teach. The chapter ends with a look at the level of awareness of Montessori’s approach to religion. I should be able to determine to what extent Montessori has influenced their religious education programmes by establishing their level of awareness of her approach to religious education, as well as their awareness of the uncertainty in her approach to religious education.

This chapter is closely connected with the next chapter. There, I will look at how they are teaching religion. By investigating the way they are teaching religion I explore if the schools are also struggling with teaching religion from a faith perspective and if they find rituals or abstract ideas easier to teach in a Montessori context. I also draw comparisons across the schools and analyze the findings in terms of the framework I have followed in this study to establish if religious education at the schools are modeled on religious instruction, religion education or spirituality.

5.1 Religion & Montessori: Why or Why not?

As shown in Chapter 2, religion and Montessori has always had an interesting relationship. Montessori had very clear ideas of how to teach with the concrete, but did not realize that this could be done in religion as well. She struggled to teach the more abstract ideas in religion. Montessori battled with teaching faith, but implemented
religious practices successfully. In these experiments, she prepared environments and
congress practices, which conformed to her overall approach.
While Montessori leaned towards spiritual education, it is believed that on the eve of
her death, Montessori sent a letter to a Catholic Association encouraging them to
establish religious schools (Montessori, 2008). By the time she died, she had not
confirmed the place of religion in the Montessori pre-primary classroom. It is therefore
of great interest why the schools in this study have followed their particular course. The
study found religion to be quite central in the lives of the founders of all the religious
schools. The principal and founder of the Non-Denominational school also saw herself as
religious but, as she defined it, “did not attend church regularly” (NDP, Interview, 14th
October 2015). In most cases, the principals and directresses at the religious schools saw
the Montessori approach as secondary to their religion and they placed great
importance on their own religions. These findings are described per school in more detail
below.

5.1.1 The Non-Denominational school
The principal at the Non-Denominational school believed that religion did not belong in
the Montessori pre-primary classroom and that young children should not be taught
religion at school. She believed that because the Montessori approach was anchored in
reality, it meant that religion would only be taught to young children in a superficial way.
She felt it would be very difficult to explain concepts like the crucifixion and the
resurrection in a Christian context to 3-6 year olds.

Because I’m a Christian and um I struggle to understand the
resurrection and the crucifixion; so how can I actually explain that to
a 3 – 6 year old if we’re really anchored in reality? There is a difficult
jump of faith to be made...

but no, the children aren’t gonna go home with pictures of Jonah
and the whale. Because that’s how superficial it would be.

(NDP, Interview, 14th October 2015)
Like Montessori, the principal of the Non-Denominational school struggled with the idea
of presenting faith aspects of religion. She found abstract ideas challenging to teach to
young children, but despite this, she believed that the spiritual development of children
was a vital part of the Montessori environment.
I think everything we do centres around that (spiritual development of the children). Because um...if you respect wherever you are with whomever you are and by what you surrounded, then that to me is a spiritual experience. So, to me, everything we do is basically a spiritual preparation.

(NDP, Interview, 14th October 2015)

She saw spirituality as an embedded part of everyday life. She did not see the value in teaching religion and believed that if she could teach children values and respect then she has provided them with the necessary spiritual preparation. The directress disagreed with the principal. She believed that religion could be included, but it should not be restricted to one religion. Children should learn about religion in a non-denominational and secular context as part of the culture area in the classroom. She said:

I think it’s...I think that’s what Montessori is. I think...I don’t think it should pertain to any particular religion. I do think it’s um nice if children learn about other religions

(NDD, Interview, 14th October 2015)

The directress at the Non-Denominational school also saw spirituality as the “most essential thing...” that should “come into everything” (NDD, Interview, 14th October 2015). While the directress and principal at the Non-Denominational school had different views on the place of religion in a Montessori pre-primary school, they both agreed that spirituality was an essential part of the Montessori method. The school did not teach a specific religion or about religions, but placed great emphasis on spiritual development of children.

5.1.2 The Islamic School

The principal at the Islamic school believed that religion was an essential part of the classroom environment. She believed that through the school, she was fulfilling her duty to God and ultimately earning a place in heaven,

So this was what I was trying to strive for to know that when I strive for the academic side it’s not something secular, it is indeed something Islamic because this is what Allah guided us to...to intellectualize Allah in the way that Allah intended for us, not to attain the Dunya (world) at the expense of our Aaghirah (Hereafter).

(ID, Interview, 12th April 2015)
She thought that by providing children with religious and academic knowledge, she was fulfilling a duty and commitment to God:

I make a commitment to *Allah* that I’m going to teach this child that means I’m going to teach this child with a holistic approach. Which means that I’m going to ensure that the Islamic aspect needs to be sound and authentic and sincere and in place, but the academic side plays an equally, rather as an important role.

(IP, Interview, 14th October 2015)

She used the Montessori method as a tool to providing the child with academic knowledge, which is necessary to be able to understand God:

The reason being is because (1); the child cannot intellectualize *Allah* if you are going to neglect the academic side. So yes many parents were saying what can my child do with Islamic studies, you know, what can my child do in the world today, can my child earn a living? And no you can’t. You gonna earn your *Aaghira* (Hereafter), um, but at the same time if you focus on something neglecting the academic side of it, your children will never be able to conquer the world, never be able to ere um intellectualize the laws, the *kalaam* (word) of *Allah*, the wonder of *Allah*, the magnificence of *Allah*, the greatness of *Allah*, if the intellectual facets are not in its place.

(IP, Interview, 12th April 2015)

The principal also believed that Montessori echoed the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)’s sentiments that we should be striving for excellent character all the time. She therefore, emphasized the importance of the teachers’ behaviour and manner with the children. She believed that teachers should follow the example of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) who never frowned at young children, never raised his voice or his hand, and also worked with them lovingly. She compared this to Montessori’s emphasis on the spiritual development of the teacher. She placed great emphasis on the importance of children gaining both religious and academic knowledge. She believed that without the academic side, children would not be able to understand God or the laws of God.

The directress at the Islamic school also believed that their school had found a fit between religion and Montessori, and was unique in merging it.
Um, I think it works well in our setting...I think it works well, because what we've discovered is a lot of Montessori’s teachings links directly to Islam, so it makes it fit in very easily for us, with the Sunnah and different things in Islam.

(ID, Interview, 12th April 2015)

She also felt that Montessori did not limit her focus to religion,

...I think her viewpoint basically wasn't to sort of, um make the main focus of the school based on a religion as far as I know.

(ID, Interview, 12th April 2015)

As the founder of the school, the principal believed that both Religious and academic knowledge were important. She was equally committed to the Montessori method and her religion and made a big effort to balance these two in her school. The directress felt that they had been successful in making Montessori and religion fit, and that they were unique as an “Islamic Montessori” school.

5.1.3 The Christian School

The founder of the Christian School believed that it was his duty to teach the community about God. He believed he had received direction from God to open a pre-school, and felt that children’s lives should be shaped around the teachings of the scriptures. He thus formed a committee with others from ministerial projects in the area to start the preschool based on biblical principles in this poor, underprivileged community (CS Information Documents, 2015).

The directress and the principal of the Christian school also saw their work as a calling. Both believed that religion could not be separated from education. The directress stated that she was “meant to be” at the school (CD, Interview 4th March 2015), while the principal believed that her being at the school was a sign from God:

It was in a church. The priest ...just give a prophetic word. He said, the Lord said I give in front of you an open door and no one can close that door. And at that time I said thank you Lord for an open door. And I did feel something was happening while I was saying that. And um then, more or less a month after that or ...and then my aunt comes to me and she says to me you know what? We want to build a preschool. How do you feel like working at the preschool?
And I was thinking, but I got a job. But then suddenly this voice comes to me again, I give in front of you an open door and no-one can close. (CP, Interview, 4th March 2015)

The principal believed that teaching children about religion is vitally important and saw Montessori merely as a medium of education

Um, you know. We are not a Montessori school. We are a Jubilee school. We’re just using the Montessori apparatus to help our kids

(CP, Interview, 4th March 2015)

Christianity was the centre of the Christian school. Montessori was an academic tool, but it was vitally important for children to learn about God and to live their lives according to Biblical principles. These sentiments were shared by the founders, principal and directress at the school.

5.1.4 The Jewish school

The principal at the Jewish school also made it clear that her first priority was Judaism and that the aim was to “enrich the children’s lives with Judaism” (JP, Interview, 11th March 2015). She believed that Montessori was another tool used at the school to meet their goals.

Look, I can’t say my emphasis on the whole schooling was, my emphasis is not necessarily on the Montessori or on the Reggio, my emphasis is number 1, we’re a Jewish school. Number 2, we use whatever mediums out there in education are designed to fit into us... (JP, Interview, 11th March 2015)

And to emphasize this belief, she later repeats it:

Number one is we’re a Jewish school. If we chucked out Montessori tomorrow, we would still be a Jewish school...

(JP, Interview, 11th March 2015)

She emphasized that Montessori was not their religion but merely a tool they used

Montessori is not our religion...there are Montessori schools [for whom Montessori is] their religion and...only Montessori, it’s nothing else... By us, we’ve adapted Maria Montessori’s tools etcetera, as a tool to use in our classroom, like the Reggio tool, like
the traditional tools that we’d use...It’s a tool for us to use, it is not our religion. (JP, Interview, 11th March 2015)

The directress at the Jewish school disagreed. She believed that religion should be included in the Montessori pre-primary classroom, but that it should not be restricted to one religion.

I think...my understanding is that, to be exposed to as much as possible from different aspects, and not to make anyone right or wrong, just give the children...you know because there are different religion and there are different beliefs and not to say, oh no you’re wrong and this is how it actually is, but as I said to...combine them together to give them an overall view about what's going on in the world, because they’re not living in a bubble, so they need to know little bit about everything.

(JD, Interview, 11th March 2015)

The directress at the Jewish school believed that children should be given religion education. She felt that children needed to be taught about different religions and given the knowledge they needed when engaging in society. The principal, on the other hand, was extremely committed to Judaism and saw this as her main focus, shaping all other tools to fit in with a Jewish ethos and philosophy.

In summary, the study found religion to be quite central in the lives of the founders of the religious schools. There was a strong link between teaching children and fulfilling a religious obligation. The founder of the Islamic school believed she was fulfilling a duty to God and the founder of the Christian school believed that he was responding to guidance from God. The principal and Directress at the Christian school believed that their work was a calling from God. Most of my informants saw the Montessori approach as secondary to their own religions. Two of the schools viewed Montessori merely as a ‘tool’, with one participant pointing out that this view is quite different to others who viewed Montessori as their religion! The other two schools on the other hand, were committed to Montessori, seeing it as an important part of their identity. One participant believed there was absolutely no place for religion in a Montessori pre-primary classroom, while two others felt that religion could be included, but should not be limited to one religion.
5.2 Goals of the schools

When looking at what the schools wanted to achieve, all the schools had different goals. The most common goals were (1) for children to develop their faith and a love of God and (2) the spiritual development of children. The goals of the schools are detailed below.

5.2.1 The Non-Denominational school

At the Non-Denominational school, both the directress and the principal differentiated between religion and spiritual development, placing greater importance on spiritual development in the Montessori pre-primary environment. They viewed this as a central goal of their classroom. The principal also emphasized teaching values to the children and said,

I think with the respect comes the compassion. And I think compassion is the part that you teach through your grace and courtesy, when somebody’s injured, or somebody’s indignant or somebody’s self worth has been sort of touched. And that’s normally when 3 to 6s are also quite vocal because they report um injustices

She went on to say,

And I think it’s incredibly important that you, listen to them and that you do the whole peace talk. You know... how did you feel? What did you feel? How would you have? Should you have? Could you have? That sort of thing. And then the, the sort of clarification and then the confirmation at the end. And I like doing that a lot with my children because I see they start doing that amongst themselves.

(NDP, Interview, 14th October 2015)

Both the directress and principal at the Non-Denominational school saw the spiritual development of children as the main aim and focus of their school. The directress also believed that spiritual development included the development of tolerance when learning about the similarities and differences between the self and others.

I think spirituality is sort of just being...like what we all have in common and what we all have that’s different and like the whole
thing about everyone having their own opinion and their own beliefs and respecting that in everybody regardless.

(NDD, Interview, 14th October 2015)

Spiritual development was the fundamental goal of the Non-Denominational School. The focus was on teaching children values, which included teaching children respect, compassion, tolerance, consideration and how to resolve conflicts. The directress and principal also felt that the spiritual development of the children were embedded in their everyday interactions. Their interactions are explored in greater detail in the next chapter.

5.2.2 The Islamic School

According to the school’s website, the primary goal of the Islamic school is to enter paradise and to be saved from the hellfire, while their secondary goal is to provide children with the best all-round education based on the teachings and principles of the Quran and Sunnah. The principal aimed to integrate Montessori while nurturing a love of God,

It just became so overwhelming for me, that I most definitely needed to nurture within the young child the love of Allah…And let the child understand who Allah is in essence

The principal believed that within the community, many schools had tried to combine the two, but were unsuccessful, and saw the merging of Islam and Montessori as an opportunity for success,

...one of the, Hadith (sayings) the Prophet (S.A.W) said that “Allah says that I love when my slave does something that he perfects it”  
...there was nothing in the community that I could say was practicing um, you know, nurturing this love of Allah in a way that I had come to understand it in my experience at My Islamic School and the Montessori aspect as I’ve seen at My Montessori Teaching Practice Site...for me it was like a real recipe for success.

She believed that because children were in the Absorbent Mind phase between birth and 6 years, the pre-primary years was the ideal time to provide children with religious and academic knowledge (IP, Interview, 12th April
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She saw the holistic development of the child as a commitment she was making to God.

We cannot neglect any side of striving to teach the young child. It’s not only Islam and it’s not only academic, because to be an holistic or a holistic human being and I make a commitment to Allah that I’m going to teach this child, that means I’m going to teach this child with a holistic approach (i.e. religion [Islam] and academic)

(IP, Interview, 12th April 2015)

The principal also placed emphasis on the child’s spirituality, believing that it is nurtured concretely through every activity that the child does,

...any spiritual development that occurs within the child has to start outwardly, so every physical activity that the child encounters is a spiritual activity for the young child.

(IP, Interview, 12th April 2015)

The Directress in the Islamic school, on the other hand, believed that children were too young to learn about punishment or Hell and needed to develop a love of God first

...a blanket statement rule at our school that you do not talk to any child about Jahannam, about punishment, about anything of the sort, because they are still very young.

She emphasized the importance of nurturing the child’s faith saying,

...Believing and loving Allah as their creator and understanding that first. So in order to get them sort of, to gain a bond with them, with a link to Islam and link to Allah that is like the utmost, most important thing.

(ID, Interview, 12th April 2015)

The school’s primary goal is the attainment of paradise and salvation from hell. Interestingly, the directress believed children were too young to be taught about punishment or Hell. She saw nurturing a love of God as the most essential thing. The principal too, believed that nurturing a love of God was important, but focused on striking a balance between religious and academic teaching, which she saw as a commitment to God. She also cited the importance of spirituality being developed through every physical activity the child encounters. It was not clear how she defined
spiritual development, but I will look more closely at the everyday activities in the Islamic school in the next chapter to ascertain this.

5.2.3 The Christian School

The main goal of the principal at the Christian school was for children to grow up in the image of God. She saw the person living in the image of God as a person who is responsible and able to provide for his family’s needs (CP, Interview, 4th March 2015). She believed that the school would achieve this goal mainly through talking to the children,

The bible stories and stories and the songs and also talking about it even when something goes wrong. Talk with the child about the bible uh uh and stuff like that.

(CP, Interview, 4th March 2015)

The directress believed it was more essential for children to develop a love of God. She believed that when you explain to children that God loves them, the children would naturally love God,

You teach the child um what God did for us, you teach them that God love us first, neh, like now we’re going to Easter...we teach the child that God sent his son, he died on the cross...because he did it out of love, he loved us first so just we just have to return that love...

(CD, Interview, 4th March 2015)

She believed that when the children understand the trinity and the love of God, everything would “just flow into it” (CD, Interview, 4th March 2015). She said,

They have to understand about the trinity, God the father, God the son, and God the holy spirit. What is each one's job in the trinity. I want them to understand that, but really I want them to understand about the love of God. (CD, Interview, 4th March 2015)

She also felt that children should be taught respect, which is made so much easier if they loved God, as they would then do things because of their love of God

I really think the respect going with religion, they really need to learn that...And you try to teach them, but really I think that at home...maybe it lacked, but really that respect...when you love God
or your God, then you will eventually love your friend, you won't hit
them, you won't swear at them, you won't do stuff that is going to
hurt him (CD, Interview, 4th March 2015).

Both the principal and directress at the Christian school believed that their goals would
be achieved by preaching to children. The principal also believed that through Bible
stories, songs and discussions, they would achieve their goal to have children who grow
up in the image of God. The directress, on the other hand, saw the value of telling
children about the sacrifices God had made for them. Through these, they would achieve
their goal to have children who loved God and who naturally treat others with respect.
In the next chapter, these activities (sermons, stories, songs and discussions) and
everyday interactions are explored more closely.

5.2.4 The Jewish School

The main aim of the Jewish school was to make Judaism a part of the daily lives of the
children and the families who come to the school. The principal said,

Our religious objectives is to provide space and opportunity for um,
for all our children and families to experience Judaism and to be
able to tap into their Judaism (JP, Interview, 11th March 2015).

She also emphasized the importance of providing a space and opportunity for families to
be able to serve God, but emphasized the importance of having a non-judgmental space
but we don't ever force religion on anyone, we don’t – um we – we
view...we don't judge we don't judge anyone, we view everyone as
whole and complete no matter their religious affiliation. We have
um, an ethos that you know, everybody has a Godly soul and they
can tap into their Godly soul a direct link to Hashem, what we call
God...

(JP, Interview, 11th March 2015)

Integrating Judaism into the community was an important focus of the principal. She
aimed to provide a space as well as the opportunity for children and families to practice
Judaism and to serve God in a non-judgmental environment.
In summary, the most common goal amongst the schools was the development of faith and nurturing a love of God. The focus at the Christian school was entirely on faith development, with the aim being on nurturing a love of God and children who grow up in the image of God. The Islamic school also saw nurturing the love of God as important, but cited salvation as their primary goal. They also mentioned holistic education defined as balancing the academic and religious aspects. The Jewish school was focused on integrating Judaism into the community, while the main goal of the Non-Denominational school was spiritual development through teaching values and through everyday interactions. In the next chapter, I look at how the schools are implementing religious education and will reflect on whether or not they are achieving their goals.

5.3 Montessori’s Approach to religious education

The extent to which Maria Montessori has influenced the religious education programmes of the schools is of interest to me. Here, I explore the participants’ level of awareness and understanding of Montessori’s approach and uncertainties with regards to religion to determine to what extent it has influenced their religious education programmes.

5.3.1 Non-Denominational School

The principal and directress at the Non-Denominational School approached religion differently, representing the ambiguity of Maria Montessori. The principal was well aware of Montessori’s oscillation with religion. Yet, she believed that religion did not belong in the Montessori 3-6 environment and that it was the duty of parents to provide children with religion during this age. She also felt that including or excluding religion from the programme did not determine whether or not the school was “Montessori”. She specified that if religious schools adhered to the 6 basic principles of a Montessori school stipulated by the South African Montessori Association (Appendix 6), they could indeed then still be classified as Montessori schools.

The directress at the Non-Denominational school indicated that she knew Montessori was a very religious person, but at the same time had a non-denominational view of religion in the classroom. The directress was very much in favour of including religion in the pre-primary classroom in a non-denominational manner, i.e. that children should learn about different religions.
5.3.2 The Islamic School
The principal at the Islamic school understood that Montessori was a very religious person and believed that Montessori strongly encouraged one to teach children about God. She did not know much about the experiment school or about Montessori’s vacillation with religion, but compared Montessori’s views of the spiritual development of the teacher to *Hadiths* (sayings and practices) of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).

The directress at the Islamic school believed that Montessori had a non-denominational approach to religion and believed that their school was unique in marrying religion and Montessori. She felt that it worked quite well because of the links they had made between Montessori and Islam.

5.3.3 The Christian school
The principal at the Christian school did not know much about Montessori and her approach to religion. She did not explore this aspect, as her focus has always been on the academic side of Montessori. She was most intrigued by Maria Montessori’s work with underprivileged children. For the religious development of the child, she has looked at the Jubilee system. In contrast, the directress at the Christian School believed that Montessori was a staunch Roman Catholic who told children that they needed to respect other religions. She also believed that Maria Montessori and her schools taught children about evolution and for this reason they have chosen the Jubilee system, which focuses on the story of the creation instead. She felt that Religion and Montessori worked very well together.

5.3.4 The Jewish School
The principal at the Jewish school regarded Montessori as a tool for educating the children. She believed that Montessori had a non-denominational approach, even though some Montessorians saw the movement as a religion. She has adapted aspects of the Montessori approach to suit the school’s educational ethos.

The directress at the Jewish school believed that on a philosophical and methodical level, Montessori and Judaism worked very well together. On a content level, however, she believed that Montessori contradicted some Jewish beliefs. For example, Jews believed that the Earth is the centre and everything revolved around it, which is contrary to
research and what Montessori teaches. She felt that Montessori should be non-denominational and that children should be exposed to a wide range of religions.

In summary, the ambiguity of Maria Montessori comes through very clearly in this study. The directresses and principals at each of the schools differed in their views about the place of religion in the classroom. Five participants had a general belief that Montessori advocated a non-denominational approach to religion. Two participants believed that Montessori advocated that children learn about God and are encouraged to respect other religions, while one participant concluded that religion does not belong in Montessori 3-6 classrooms. Two participants saw Montessori merely as an academic tool.

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter has looked at the schools’ justification for including / excluding religion, the goals of its religious programmes and the level of the participants’ awareness of Montessori’s approach to religion. It has shown that majority of the participants has placed a priority on religion seeing it as the main focus of their classrooms, and that Montessori was merely an educational tool. It also shows that only one participant believed that religion did not belong in a Montessori pre-primary classroom, while two participants believed that religion should be included, but not be limited to one religion. The chapter shows that the most common goal of the religious schools was faith development. This was especially important in the Christian school whose focus was to develop a love of God and to raise children in the image of God. The Islamic school mentioned salvation as their primary goal, but they also saw faith development as important, especially in balancing it with academic development. The primary goal of the Jewish school was integrating Judaism into the community and the Non-Denominational school cited spiritual development as their primary goal.

Finally, the chapter shows that only one participant was aware of Montessori’s approach to religion. Despite this, they too grappled with where to place religion. This is the essence of Montessori’s struggle and is evidently still present today.

While this chapter has reported on the explicitly stated goals of the schools, I turn in the next chapter to how the teaching of religion was manifested in the schools under study. This chapter has also shown that the religious schools see Montessori as compatible with
their ethos and that Montessori could be used albeit with different foci, namely spirituality in the Non-Denominational school, salvation in the Islamic school, faith in the Christian school and community in the Jewish school.
Chapter Six: Implementation of Religion

This chapter looks at how the schools in this study teach religion. It starts with a brief look at the Montessori principles and guidelines for a pre-primary classroom. This is to develop a context for this study of Religion Education in Montessori schools. It then explores the contemporary practices of the schools in this study in more detail by looking at how they incorporate religion in a Montessori day. I analyze these findings in terms of what they have taken from Montessori, what they have omitted and what they achieve for their particular religious focus. I conclude with a look at the type of religious education offered – i.e. religious instruction, religion education or spirituality?

6.1. Principles of the Montessori Method

Despite not finalizing the place of religious education in her system, Montessori articulated her philosophy of education and child development very well. She was clear about what her method encompassed and excluded. The Montessori philosophy of education is based largely on Dr Montessori’s observations of children. Dr Montessori observed that when children are left in freedom they display a predictable work cycle, which has two peaks and one valley and lasts approximately three hours (Haines, 2016). During the second peak (after the valley), children will engage in self-directed, purposeful work for extended periods of time if given the opportunity, thereby enhancing the development of concentration. A typical Montessori school’s work cycle would therefore be a minimum of three hours of uninterrupted time. During this time, one will see the child perform many individual work cycles (differing in length of time as well as degree of difficulty), which involves selecting, doing and completing a task (Cossentino, 2006). According to Montessori, children who are constantly interrupted during their cycles of activity, or who are only allowed to work for short periods, will loose courage, constancy and the determination necessary for achievement (Montessori, 1989).

Maria Montessori advocated that one would see a change in character in children who are free to choose independent work, to repeat exercises for as long as they like and as often as they wish without interruption (Montessori, 1995). She was not in favour of an education which interfered with the child’s natural work cycle, or which was directed by the adult. She saw the adult’s role as the custodian of the environment and believed that the Directress was responsible for preparing the environment with activities that are
designed to captivate the child’s interest while teaching an important concept. The directress ensures that each activity has a purpose and involves movement and a sensorial exploration (Montessori, 1972[a]). Activities should also have a control of error to enable children to work independently. As Dr Montessori said,

Every effort should be made to see that the materials offered to a child contain in themselves a control of error... The control of error through the material makes a child use his reason, critical faculty, and his ever-increasing capacity for drawing distinctions (Montessori, 1972[a]).

Montessori believed that children learned best when they explored a concept in a material form and therefore designed concrete, didactic materials to represent abstract concepts. She believed that children allowed to explore these materials, with no interruptions should be able to easily internalize the concept. She believed that children should not be forced to sit still, especially without the availability of concrete materials. Montessori did not conduct any circle times or large group activities in her schools. While she did not explicitly object to such activities, the only activity in her schools that involved all the children at the same time was lunch.

I will now look more closely at the daily programmes of the schools in this study in order to examine how they have incorporated religion into their day. I look at whether or not children are allowed to work uninterrupted for a minimum of 3 hours, and whether or not the child achieves the second peak Maria Montessori speaks about. I focus specifically on their practices of circle time, meal times and recitals and scripture lessons. I also look at the special resources used to teach religion, before turning my attention to the way in which they teach values in their everyday interactions. I will be focusing on how they use the Montessori philosophy in teaching religion.

6.2. Daily Programmes of the schools

While the typical morning at each school differed slightly, there were attempts by all the schools to adhere to Montessori’s recommendations. Only the Non-Denominational school had an uninterrupted three-hour work cycle. The Islamic school had a 2-hour work cycle, while the Christian and Jewish schools both had work cycles that lasted just over an hour each day. Directed by the adults, religious lessons were mainly presented in large group activities, like circle time and mealtimes, which interfered with the three-
hour work cycle in the religious schools. While the group activities focused on praying and teaching the practices and rituals of each religion, individual lessons and interactions were more focused on teaching values. Below I look in closer detail at the daily programme of each school.

6.2.1. The Non-Denominational School
The class at the Non-Denominational School was separated into English and Afrikaans groups. They started every day at 08h30 with a work cycle, but on one of the mornings the English group started with circle time. The two groups combined every day for a large group meal at 11h30 and then went out to play. After outside play, they came back inside for story time in their separate language groups before going home.

The Non-Denominational school was able to conduct their day with a work cycle that lasted at least 3 hours each day. There was no teaching of religion in the Non-Denominational school and besides the one circle time I observed, their only large group activity was the meal they shared at the end of each day.

6.2.2. The Islamic School
The Islamic School started every morning at 08h30 with a circle time focusing on religion. The children were expected to follow the teachers who recited short surahs (chapters) from the Quran (Holy Book) and some duahs (prayers). After their circle, they had a work cycle until 11h00. During the work cycle, the Madrassah (Islamic School) teacher would call children out for individual scripture reading lessons. After the work cycle, at 11h00 they went outside to play and came back inside just before 12h00 for another circle time in which they sang songs, discussed the weather, days of the week and had a short discussion on the theme. They said some more prayers and were then dismissed from circle for lunch, which they brought from home. Some children left after lunch, while the ones that stayed, prepared for an afternoon nap.

Religion was mostly introduced in large group activities. The school started and ended their work cycle with a circle time each day and children received individual religious lessons during the work cycle. Since the teacher(s) directed all the religious lessons, children were not given freedom of choice in participating in these lessons. To accommodate the religious lessons, the Islamic school was only able to have a 2-hour work cycle each day.
6.2.3. The Christian school

As the Christian school is located in a poor community, they open at 07h00 to accommodate working parents. Children arrive between 07h00 and 08h00 and start working immediately. Some of them therefore have up to an hour of free time before breakfast. Breakfast was served at 08h00 and was followed by a morning circle, which focused on the religious lesson of the day stipulated by the Jubilee Excellence School (JES) curriculum. They also sang hymns and religious nursery rhymes. Circle time was followed by a work cycle, which lasted just over an hour each day. After the work cycle, they had group snack and then went outside to play. At 12h00 they were back in the class for another circle time, which they spent listening to Bible stories in different languages, and they sang more songs and hymns. After their second circle they had lunch followed by an afternoon nap. Most of the children stayed for afternoon care.

While the morning cycle lasted for 4 hours, they had frequent interruptions for group activities. Like the Islamic school, religion was mostly directed in large group activities, which included circle time and all meal times.

6.2.4. The Jewish School

At the Jewish School, children arrived between 08h00 and 09h00 and were free to explore the class or play outside. The school referred to this period as “social integration.” They started their morning officially at 09h00 with a special prayer circle (davening), which involved singing nursery rhymes, saying prayers with actions and some role-plays. “Free choice” (their work cycle) ran from around 09h25 until roughly 11h00 and then the whole class would sit down for their Kosher snack. During their work cycle, the Jewish teacher would call out individual children for scripture reading lessons. On Fridays, the school had a slightly different work cycle. They had Xhosa for about 20 minutes after their circle, followed by work time and then a special Shabbat snack celebration. After snack they played outside and then came back at 12h00 for a story and a music ring before going home.

Like the Christian and Islamic schools, the three-hour work cycle at the Jewish school was interrupted by the large group activities. Religion was also taught in circle time and at mealtimes, but children also received individual religious lessons during the work cycle like at the Islamic School.
The religious schools all adapted Dr Montessori’s recommendation for a work cycle. None of them were able to have an uninterrupted work cycle for more than two hours each day. This was mainly due to the fact that the large group activities (circles and meal times) for teaching religion interfered with the child’s natural work cycle advocated by Montessori. These large group activities are further explored below.

6.3. Circle Time

Circle time is a session within the day when children are intentionally brought together in a structured manner to experience activities as part of a group (Tait, 2005). It is a time when the children sit together in a circle on the floor or on chairs to greet each other, share, listen, sing songs and / or are introduced to new lessons or review concepts like the calendar, weather, and numbers. Circle times in pre-schools are typically directed by the teacher and since Montessori is a strong advocate of child-directed learning, it is no surprise that she never conducted circle time in her schools. Despite this, circle time is a big part of many Montessori schools today.

One of the key components of the Montessori method is that it teaches concepts in a concrete way. It is therefore ideal that when Montessori schools choose to include circle time in their daily programmes, that they supplement lessons during circle time with concrete materials, sensorial exploration and movement. For e.g. singing songs about the Bible is very abstract for the child, but holding the bible while singing allows the child to make a connection between the words of the song and the bible they are holding (i.e. it may give meaning to the words they are singing about). Montessori teachers are expected to keep circles more flexible and follow the child’s lead, should they include circle time.

While there were some variances, the schools in this study were quite similar in the way they conducted circle time. Songs and recitations were most often relied on for teaching children about God or religion in all the religious schools. Repetition of songs through rhyme is great for the child’s language development and for memorizing facts. However, without role-playing the song or manipulating concrete materials to reinforce the meaning, young children may be unable to make an association between what they are singing about and their personal experiences. From a religious perspective, it is however not always necessary for children to understand the meaning, but rather to be able to
perform the ritual or repeat the recitation or hymn. Learning these things during circle time allows children to develop the skills to apply it in wider social situations (Tait, 2005). According to Tait,

The circle format is a symbol of unity. It enables everyone in the group to have a clear physical view of everyone else and hopefully, in time, this will also become a clear psychological view (Tait, 2005, p.25).

It is recommended that adults and children should always be seated in equal positions, i.e. either all on chairs or all on the floor. All the schools in this study used the circle format but differed between sitting on the floor or on chairs. The adults and children at the Islamic and Jewish schools were all seated on the floor and on chairs, respectively. At the Christian school, all adults sat on chairs, while children sat on the floor. The adults did not always sit in the circle but often sat behind children or on the sides of the circles. At the Non-Denominational school, the assistant sat on a chair while the directress and children sat on the floor.

Circle Time was a daily activity in the religious schools, but the Non-Denominational school only had one circle time during my time there. In all the schools, the adults directed all activities in the circles and it appeared that children did not have the freedom to choose to participate in circle time or not. The Jewish and Non-Denominational schools made use of concrete materials to supplement the circle time lessons, but this was not present at the Christian and Islamic schools. Below is a detailed description of circle time in the schools in order to identify how religion is brought into the circle.

6.3.1. The Non-Denominational School

During my observations at the Non-Denominational School, the Afrikaans group had no circle time sessions, while the English group had one. A new girl had recently joined the English group, and the circle introduced her to one of the ground rules in the classroom (i.e. how to disturb someone who is working, and how to wait patiently). In the circle time I observed, the directress modeled compassion and respectful behaviour while showing the children the start of life in the form of an egg on a mulberry leaf. This was followed by a presentation on co-operation and consideration for the girl who had recently joined the school. The group was in the library in the outhouse when I arrived.
The Directress and children were seated on the floor, but the assistant was sitting on a chair. The directress walked around the circle with her hand stretched out, holding a mulberry leaf with an egg on it. She showed it to the children, bending down in front of them and waiting while they looked at it. She answered all the questions they had. After she had gone around the circle, she sat down and explained to them that she needed their help to watch quietly while they showed their new friend how to wait patiently. She then presented a tong transfer activity to the new girl. During her presentation, the assistant walked over and put her hand on her shoulder then waited for the directress to finish. When the directress completed her presentation, she turned to the assistant and said, “How can I help you, Sarie*?” The assistant then asked her to work with her and the directress replied that she is coming now. The Directress and the new girl then packed away their work and the Directress thanked the assistant and the children for helping her show the new girl how to wait patiently. (NDS, Observation Day 3, 17th August 2015)

This was the only circle that took place during my visit to the Non-Denominational school. While there is no teaching religion or about religion, the circle was used to teach children how to consider each other when they are working, how to co-operate and display patience.

6.3.2. The Islamic School

In contrast to the Non-Denominational school, the Islamic school started every morning with a circle on religion. The adults and children all sat on the floor with the Directress and Assistant sitting opposite each other, separating the boys and girls who were seated on opposite sides of the circle. Children were reminded to wash their hands before joining the circle. To gather them in a circle, the directress would sing a prayer in Arabic praising the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). Once they were all seated, the teacher greeted them and told them that they should all recite their daily duahs (prayers). This included a prayer for a beautiful day and prayers for protection, asking “Allah to protect our bodies with a duah that will be like a special armour” (MS, Observation Day 4, 18th February 2015). They also recited a verse of the Quran (known as Ayatul Qursi), the opening chapter (Al-Fatihah) and the last 3 short chapters of the Quran (known as the 3 Quls) everyday. These are popular prayers in Cape Town recited at houses and mosques, and knowing these would enable children to participate in
activities and rituals in the community. The teachers would say the prayers and the children were expected to recite along, although they did not always do so. Before lunch they would have another circle, which the Directress explained to me is usually a ‘secular’ circle to discuss the weather, days of the week, the theme and also to sing songs. According to the directress, they integrated religion into the theme. In one of the circles I observed the theme was “homes and houses,” but the directress quickly brought the discussion back to religion. She reminded the children that the first thing they do when entering their home is to greet their house; and when entering someone else’s house they should remember to knock, wait and greet when the doors are opened (MS, Observation Day 1, 11th February 2015). The Directress also used circle time as an opportunity to teach children other forms of etiquette, like praising God when they sneeze or when they hear someone else sneezing. One child shared a story about how her cousin runs straight to her bookshelf without greeting, but this was unusual, as the children do not really participate in the discussions. During circle time at the Islamic school, religious lessons were done mainly through the adults talking about things and the children reciting prayers. The teachers ensured that girls and boys were seated separately and that all the prayers were said every day, but they did not do much to encourage participation by the children.

6.3.3. The Christian school

As children arrived at the Christian School (from 07h00 onwards), they would start working until 08h00 when breakfast was served. They would have circle immediately after breakfast, with all the children seated on the floor and the adults seated on chairs. There was not much effort made to ensure that the circle was well formed and adults often sat outside of the circle. During the morning circle, the class would sing hymns and religious nursery rhymes, which included “Die Here het my mooi gemaak om my ligaampie op te pas” (God made me beautiful to guard my body); “Maak plek vir Jesus” (Make place for Jesus); “This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine” and “I’ve got a feeling everything’s gonna be alright”. In addition to the songs and rhymes, circle time was the main religious lesson of the day. The content of this lesson was prescribed by the Jubilee Excellence School (JES) curriculum. The lesson required the teacher to do a group presentation from a specific Cultural Box and also tell them a bible story. The boxes had pictures related to specific themes around God’s creation, which the teacher
had to show and discuss with the children during circle time. For example, one set of boxes were based on the theme “God said, let there be light” (CD, Interview, 4th March 2015).

I observed the assistant doing a lesson on light from one of the JES boxes, which contained pictures about light sources. She held up each picture, named it and provided a one-line description about each picture. Thus, she held up a picture and said “Sonlig. Die son gee vir ons sonlig” (Sunlight, the sun gives us sunlight). She did not discuss the topic with the children, nor did she relate it to God or to the story of creation (as the Directress pointed out in the interview). The children were not concentrating, but the teacher continued until she had shown the children all the pictures in the box. Once they were done, they started saying the Lord’s Prayer (Our Father…) (CS, Observation Day 4, 13th February 2015).

In a different circle I observed, the teachers used puppets to reinforce a lesson about how God created each person to be unique. The directress reminded the children how to show respect to their friends, and then told them a story in Afrikaans about their uniqueness using the puppets. The assistant then took the puppets and repeated the story in Xhosa. Thereafter, the two teachers continued the story in tandem and the children and puppets all sang a song about Jesus before the puppets said goodbye (CS, Observation Day 1, 2nd February 2015).

On a few occasions, the teachers reminded children about manners. They however, did not display good manners in their interactions with the children. On one occasion the directress barged into the class during circle time saying, “Maaitjes, ek wil dit nooit weer sien nie” (Friends, I never want to see this again). She interrupted a religious song they were singing to reprimand them about toilet paper in her hand. She explained that tissues are for blowing their noses as she had shown them, and that they should use one tissue at a time and throw them in the bin afterwards. She did not explain the toilet paper in her hand at any point (CS, Observation Day 3, 9th February 2015).

Later that day, in their second session, there was another focus on manners. The children were not seated in a circle, but rather behind each other facing the Directress and the Assistant. The Directress was sorting out a box while asking the children if they remembered that she had taught them that God has made the trees (plants), animals and man. She then turned immediately to manners. She started naming children, telling them she was waiting for them and reminding them that they were at school. When they
come to school, they must remember to leave their “maniere daar buite” [manners outside] (CS, Observation Day 3, 9th February 2015). At the end of the session, they were told “Maak toe die oë en vou die handies” (Close the eyes and put the hands together). They say the Lord’s Prayer in English but before she dismisses them, she reminds a few boys by name how to behave in class.

Like the Islamic school, circle time at the Christian school mainly involved the adults talking about religious lessons and the children saying prayers and singing songs from memory. The teachers did very little to encourage participation by the children. In both schools, the focus was placed on manners and etiquette. Ironically, the adults at the Christian school did not behave in the way they expected the children to. The adults had an authoritative relationship with the children, telling them what to believe and how to behave and expecting them to be obedient. Their ‘authority’ was reinforced during circle time by the directresses and children not sitting in equal positions.

6.3.4. The Jewish School

Like the Islamic school, the Jewish School had circle time every morning. Teachers and children were all seated on chairs. Their morning circle was specifically for davening (Morning Prayer) which was a big part of the Jewish School’s morning ritual. On my first day at the school, I arrived before they started and one of the girls kept asking the directress, “When is it time?” After she asked about 3 times, the Directress put a timer on for her to watch. When the timer went off she ran outside excitedly calling the others saying, “It’s time!” (JS, Observation Day 1, 31st October 2014). On another occasion two boys run into class and asked the Directress, “Is it davening?” She replied, “In five minutes” (JS, Observation Day 4, 3rd December 2014). The children clearly looked forward to these prayers.

A separate Jewish teacher came in everyday to do davening with the children. This involved singing Jewish nursery rhymes, saying prayers with actions and some role-plays. On one of the days I observed, the Jewish teacher was absent and the non-Jewish class teacher took up this role by playing the songs on a CD Player (JS, Observation Day 2, 14th November 2014). For davening, a child is chosen as a chazzan (the person who leads the congregation in songful prayer). He or she is allowed to choose which prayers to sing for the morning, and the rest of the class follows. The children do some role-plays as they sing along. One such song is about Tzedakah (charity), that when you give, it comes back.
While they sing this song one child goes around handing out coins to each child and another child follows with a moneybox to collect the coins. To demonstrate the importance of the Torah (Holy Book) that Hashem (God) had given them, one child takes the Torah around the circle and gives everyone a chance to kiss it as they sing, “Hashem gave us a present.” The daily ritual of davening was practically the same each day, with only the child and the order of the songs changing. The children were also reminded that davening is about talking to Hashem, and to reinforce this they sang a song, “When we are davening we are talking to Hashem” (JS, Observation Day 2, 14th November 2014).

Like the Islamic and Christian schools, circle time focused on teaching religion. Unlike these schools though, the Jewish school used role-play, active engagement and concrete materials to impart the religious information to children. They used an interactive approach, which the children looked forward to each day.

Contrary to Montessori’s emphasis on child-directed activities, all the schools in this study conducted adult-led, non-demonstrative circle times. Participation appeared to be compulsory for all children. The three religious schools used circle time as the main time during which children received religious lessons, with many references to God. Religious schools saw this as the easiest manner in which to transmit religious information. In the authoritative relationship of the adult and the child, the adult holds all the religious information and knowledge that the child needs to know. Religious information is imparted in this manner as absolute truth. All the schools used circle time as a time to open discussions and to sing songs. The Non-Denominational school did not do circle time every day, but when it did, it used concrete materials and role-play to demonstrate a lesson. Circle time at the Christian and Jewish schools were exclusively for religion, while the Islamic school said they had one circle dedicated to saying prayers and learning a bit about the religion, and another one for ‘ secular’ topics. As I observed, though, in practice both circles were used to teach religion. Children learned about religion at the Christian and Islamic schools mainly through the teacher talking, with no manipulation of concrete materials or active engagement or discussion with the children. Circle time, in general, did not consistently follow the Montessori approach. Religious education did not follow the Montessori Philosophy.
6.4. Meal Times

Mealtimes are another important part of a Montessori day and worthy of closer attention for identifying the place of religion and religious education in schools. Traditional pre-schools usually have all children sitting down together to have a snack that has been prepared by an adult. Montessori pre-schools ideally have children preparing their own snack and eating by themselves or with a few friends, whenever they feel hungry during the morning work cycle. The children in Dr Montessori’s own schools would set and clear the table; cook their own eggs and clean their own dishes (Montessori, 1965, p.44). For lunch, a few children were appointed as waitresses and would be responsible for preparing the tables (with a tablecloth, a vase of flowers and a table setting for everyone in the class) and for serving the hot soup. The table setting often included a napkin or place mat for each person as well as a glass / ceramic plate or bowl, drinking glass and cutlery. Children and adults would then sit down together for lunch in a relaxed, sociable manner (Montessori 1965).

While most Montessori schools allow and even encourage children to prepare their own snacks, very few allow children to serve hot lunches or even sit down to enjoy the meal with the children. In this study three of the four schools allowed children to prepare and have a snack during the work cycle. All of the schools had at least 1 meal as a large group. At the Non-Denominational and Islamic schools, the large group meal was lunch, whereas at the Jewish school the large group meal was snack. The Christian School had all their meals (breakfast, snack and lunch) as a large group activity. None of the schools had adults sit alongside children to have a meal. At the Non-Denominational and Jewish schools, the children were all involved in setting the tables for mealtimes, whereas the adults dished and served lunch at the Christian school. Children brought lunch from home at the Islamic school and did not set the table, but ate directly from their lunchboxes.

Meal times were another time of day (in addition to circle time) when children said prayers. The only mention of God during the 4 days I was at the Non-Denominational school was a song the children sang as they were settling down for lunch. The religious schools would say prayers before and after all their meals, with an exception at the Christian school where children did not say their prayers at snack time. I observed in great detail the food preparation and consumption, looking for minor and major clues when religion is directly and indirectly introduced into the mealtime.
6.4.1. The Non-Denominational School

At the Non-Denominational school children helped themselves to snacks as part of activities during the work cycle (i.e. these ‘snacks’ are on the shelves as activities, and not on a special snack table). I observed a boy squeezing a grapefruit and then sipping the juice nervously thereafter. He disliked it and then discarded it on the advice of the assistant. A girl grated a carrot and then made herself a cookie with oats and banana, which the assistant ‘baked’ for her in the microwave. Two other children made themselves oats and banana biscuits after observing her. One little boy did a nutcracker activity one morning. They were only allowed to take two nuts at a time, but could repeat the activity as often as they like. He cracked eight nuts in total, eating all of them. One girl also crushed cornflakes, which she ate and another girl squeezed half an orange and then sucked the leftover orange and drank the juice.

In addition to the snacks during work time, the class had a group lunch at the end of their work cycle every day. Preparations for lunch started as children arrived at school, and the whole class would get involved. Children brought fruit from home and placed it in a large basket at the entrance as they arrived. The assistant would invite 4 or 5 children to assist her in preparing lunch during the work cycle. She ensured they washed their hands then gave them fruit to peel and sharp knives to cut the fruit. On one occasion, I saw an assistant sitting outside with three children spreading butter and peanut butter on bread. Inside, three different children were peeling and cutting fruit and making fruit platters (NS, Observation Day Two, 3rd August 2015)

On my first day, I observed the following preparation for group lunch. The assistant pushed two tables together, placed a tablecloth on it and some glasses and plates stacked up. Two boys carried two platters with freshly baked banana bread, which was sliced and buttered (I did not observe if this was prepared by adults or the children). The children who prepared the fruit platters placed the platters on this table too. Two girls carried a basket of placemats and placed it on the tables, one for each child. Two adults brought in a table from outside and the children assisted with bringing in chairs and placing it at the table. Once the tables were set up, children took a seat and started to sing songs, including a song that ended with “we’re in God’s hands.” They then lined up at the table and collected a plate and some fruit (using tongs). The assistant assisted with serving bread and one girl went around delivering glasses of water for each child.
After lunch the children took turns to wash their plates (NS, Observation Day One, 31st July 2015).

I learnt that there was a birthday celebration on the first day, but during my other observations I saw that the routine for lunch was the same. Their routine of involving children in the preparation and serving of the meal is very much in line with Montessori’s practice. Being involved in the preparation and serving lunch to others do not only lead children to independence, but also reinforce life skills and self-esteem. It also allows children the opportunity to practice their social etiquette (Beydler, 2010). It is quite interesting that the Non-Denominational school did not include religion at all in their programme, discussions or daily routines, but was unable to have a meal without saying a blessing.

6.4.2. The Islamic School

During the work cycle at the Islamic school, children could find snacks on a special table from which they could help themselves. The snack table had wheat cracker biscuits with small tubs of butter as well as fruit cut up by one or two children. The child could then take a plastic plate and tongs to serve him/herself when hungry. In addition to the snacks during work time, the class had a group lunch at the end of their day. Before lunch, they were reminded to say Bismillah (In the name of Allah) before they ate and then to wash their hands. They took their lunch from their bags and then sat down to eat. While they did not set their tables, there was a focus on etiquette. The teachers would remind children to say Alhamduillah (Praise be to Allah) after they had eaten, to sit when eating and not to talk while eating. At one point a teacher pleaded with a child not to throw food away. The child had spat the strawberry piece in his yoghurt into the bin. The teacher explained to him that if he doesn’t like something, he can take it home but he should not throw it away (MS, Observation Day 1, 11th February 2015). After lunch the children washed their hands and went home.

At the Islamic school, meal times were used to focus on teaching etiquette on eating. Children were expected to wash their hands before and after eating, and were reminded to start and end their meals by praising God. They were not allowed to talk while eating and were expected to sit while eating. Religious practices were deeply woven into the mealtimes.
6.4.3. The Christian School

At the Christian School adults prepared and served breakfast, lunch and snack. The cook would push a trolley into the class, containing breakfast or lunch dished into plastic bowls or plates for each child. The children had to stop whatever they were doing when the cook arrived, sit at the tables and wait until the adults had placed their plate/bowl in front of them. Before eating they had to say a prayer in three different languages (Xhosa, Afrikaans and English), ending with “God bless our food.” After eating their breakfast or lunch, they took their bowls to the sink. The assistant washed most of the bowls, but allowed some of the children to wash their own bowls.

At snack time, children were required to sit on the mat in a circle. For snack, they were given a biscuit and a glass of water or juice. They were also allowed to eat any fruit they may have brought from home. During one of my observations, the directress told the children that they could only get snack when they sat properly and quietly in the circle. The children took a long time to get settled and were then handed a biscuit by another child. The child followed his own order, skipping a few children and in some cases, giving children twice (CS, Observation Day 1, 2nd February 2015). No prayer was offered at snack time.

In addition to the group meals, some children were involved in food preparation activities throughout the work cycle. I observed children peeling nectarines, cutting and grating apples, peeling and cutting a banana and peeling and slicing an apricot. The children were given quite a bit of independence to use sharp knives and ceramic plates during the work cycle, but were not given ceramic plates at meal times. On the day of interviews, I spent about an hour in the class as well. The cook had brought in a bowl of carrots, which the children peeled. The Directress then took the carrots they had peeled from them and went over the spots they missed. Eventually the cook collected the carrots, which she used in her lunch preparations.

Meal times were a big part of the day at the Christian school. This is likely because the school is located in a poor community and it is important to ensure the children are well fed. While children were given quite a bit of independence with preparing snacks as part of activities, they were not involved in the preparation, setting up or even cleaning up of breakfast or lunch. Children were only reminded to say a prayer when they were seated at the table for a group meal, but when they sat on the mat for snack they offered no prayer.
6.4.4. The Jewish School

The Jewish school had snack as a large group activity. The children assisted with setting the table. The Directress provided cut-up fruit, biscuits, marmite and jam (which the children could spread themselves). They were reminded to say a *bracha* (prayer) before eating and after they had eaten they were reminded to *bench* (say a blessing after the meal). Children were also reminded that they could not eat from something someone else had eaten. On one occasion a child made himself a marmite snack, which after tasting, told the directress that he did not like it. She then asked him why he put marmite on everything and explained that he had to throw it in the bin as it was now wasted (JS, Observation Day 4, 3rd December 2014).

On Fridays, the Sabbath Day, the children had a special snack, which was referred to as the *Shabbat* Snack. The children washed their hands then sat around the table while the Jewish teacher lead the ritual. For one of my observations, the principal stood in for the Jewish teacher who was absent that day. She explained to the children:

> When the sun goes down on Friday afternoon, we get ready to bring in Shabbat. At sunset, the *Ima* (mother) lights the candles, covers her eyes with her hands and turns her head from side to side while saying a prayer. The candles do not get blown out. They then go to shul. The principal hands out *Kiddush* (grape juice) then they wash their hands before they sit down to eat. The *Aba* (father) takes a piece of the *chala* (bread) and goes around sharing it for all. The *Ima* also goes around offering all. While they eat, the principal tells them a story. Sarah is the mom of Jewish people. Laya, Rifqa, Rebecca are all moms. Abraham, Yakof, Hisgaq are all fathers. The children each get a turn to say their Hebrew names. The Directress moves the candles off the table for safety (JS, Observation Day 2, 14th November 2014).

Each week a girl has a turn to be the *Ima* (mother) and a boy has a turn to be the *Abba* (father). In preparation for Hanukkah, the parents of the *Ima* and *Abba* are invited to observe the *Shabbat* Snack. They are given a box to take home, which contains some *Shabbat* wine [known as *Kiddush* (grape juice)], *Shabbat* candles and some home baked *challahs* (bread), enabling them to perform the ritual at home as well. They sing
blessings over the candles to welcome *Shabbat*, recite the *Kiddush*-blessing over the wine and sing the *motzee-prayer* for eating bread over the *challah*. At school, the candles are removed from the table for safety, but at home the candles remain on a tray on the table and children are taught about safety.

At the Jewish school there was a special focus on the ritual of the *Shabbat* meal. As with all their other religious activities, this involved the manipulation of concrete materials and active participation by the children. By giving each child an opportunity to participate as the mother or father, children were actively engaged in the ritual. Children (or parents) could also carry out the ritual at home, if they so wished, as parents were invited to witness and then take a special box home with everything they required to conduct the ritual. This was very much in line with the school’s goal of making Judaism a part of the daily lives of the children and the families who came to the school (JP, Interview, 11\textsuperscript{th} March 2015). It was also in line with the Montessori philosophy to introduce role-play for teaching rituals.

Meal times were executed quite differently at the schools in this study, with each school placing varying degrees of emphasis on this daily activity. Religion was directly incorporated with meal times in the form of blessings and prayers at all of the schools. The Islamic school did not have a big focus on mealtimes, but focused on Islamic etiquette and religious practices when eating. There were constant reminders to thank and praise God before and after eating. At the Non-Denominational school, they followed Montessori’s practice to involve both adults and children in the preparation and serving of lunch after their work cycle. This is in great contrast to the Christian school, where the work cycle was structured around mealtimes for breakfast, snack and lunch. Mealtimes played a central role in the day at the Christian school. When children sat down formally for a meal (breakfast and lunch) they were told to say their prayers, but this was not the case when they sat on the floor for snack. At the Jewish school, parents were invited to observe the weekly *Shabbat* ritual. It is quite clear that the motive for this is closely linked to their goal of making Judaism a part of the daily lives of the families. Giving parents the box of items will likely lead to the children asking their parents to perform the ritual at home.

The daily programmes of the schools in this study are adaptations of Dr Montessori’s recommendation of a typical day. Circle time and mealtimes interfered with the
opportunity to have an uninterrupted three-hour work cycle at the religious schools. The Non-Denominational school did not have circle time every day and had lunch after the work cycle, which enabled them to have a three-hour uninterrupted work cycle each day. The Islamic school followed closely with a two-hour work cycle, while both the Christian and Jewish schools had work cycles that lasted just over an hour. Circle time was a vital part of the day at the religious schools. These sessions were held on a daily basis and were used as the main medium for teaching religion. Religious education conducted during circle time, in general, did not follow the Montessori philosophy. It was a compulsory activity where children enjoyed no freedom to choose to participate or not. While the Jewish school used role-play and concrete materials to reinforce the songs they sang, the Christian and Islamic schools did not. Instead, children at these schools learnt about God and religion through repetition of songs and prayers, and also through listening to their teachers preaching.

Mealtimes were also used for religious lessons. The Non-denominational, Islamic and Jewish schools all kept mealtimes for the end of their day, while mealtimes at the Christian school were constant interruptions to their work cycle. At the Non-Denominational school, preparing for and serving lunch was the collective responsibility of the class. The focus here was on the social etiquette needed to function in a community. At the Christian school, mealtimes were directed and managed by the adults. On occasion, a few children would assist in washing the dishes. The focus was largely on saying their prayers before and after meals. Interestingly, this was only done when the children were seated at the table for breakfast or lunch. The Islamic school used mealtimes to reinforce religious practices and etiquette of eating, while the Jewish school used their Friday mealtimes as an opportunity to role-play a ritual and also to encourage the practice of the ritual at home.

6.5. Recitals And Scripture Lessons

Prayer and recitation is understandably an important part of a religious school’s day. In all the religious schools, prayers were said in circle time and when eating. With the exception of the blessing said before snack, the Non-Denominational school did not say any prayers. Recitation and recitals are slightly different from prayers, with recitations being part of the cultural presentations of some religions. The daily recitations at the schools in this study were also conducted during circle time, but even these took
different forms in each of the religious schools. At the Christian and Islamic schools, the teachers lead recitations while the children sat in circle. At the Jewish school, recitations were done with role-plays, actions and materials and a child chose the specific recitals for the day from a book. Recitations at the Jewish and Christian schools were done in English. The children at the Islamic school performed their recitations in Arabic.

In addition to the daily recitations and prayers, children also had daily scripture lessons at the religious schools. At the Christian school, this took the form of Bible stories. At the Islamic and Jewish schools, it was in the form of individual lessons to learn to read and memorize the Quran and Torah respectively. In both schools, the focus was on learning to read the scriptures, rather than on understanding it. Recitations, scripture lessons and prayers are described in more detail below.

6.5.1. The Christian School
The Christian school said the Lord’s Prayer whenever they transitioned from one activity to the next. Adults led all prayers and recitations, while children were expected to recite along. Prayers were usually said during circle and meal times, while recitations were often kept for circle time. A few children would get up and dance as they performed the various recitations.

The school did not have individual Bible lessons, but according to the principal, the class listened to a Bible story every day (CP, Interview, 4th March 2015). As I observed, this was not really the case in practice. During my observations, I witnessed one story being told about how God created each person to be unique (CS, Observation Day 1, 2nd February 2015). There were no other stories about God, creation or the bible during my time there.

6.5.2. The Islamic School
As at the Christian school, prayers and recitals were lead by the adults in the environment. Children were expected to participate, even though they did not always do so. Prayers were incorporated into circle time, meal times and even daily actions (for e.g. when going to the bathroom). Recitations were done from memory in Arabic, only during circle time.

The Islamic school had individual scripture lessons daily. The lessons involved teaching children to read Arabic, so as to enable them to read the Quran. The principal at the
Islamic school advocates that children should learn to read Arabic from the age of 3, instead of waiting for the age of 5, as she believed children are ready at such a young age (IP, Interview, 12th April 2015). The Muallimah (teacher) invited a few children to join her in a separate class throughout the day. Her class was a small room, which had posters of the Arabic alphabet on the wall, a basket of Musallahs (prayer mats) and a bookshelf with some books and materials on it. The children had to sit on the mat and wait their turn for their reading lesson. They would sit with the teacher at a small table facing the wall and read a few lines from a surah (book preparing the child to read the Quran). The Muallimah started each lesson with Bismillah her Raghman nir Ragheem (In the name of Allah, the beneficent, most merciful). She would point to the letters or words for the child to identify. With some of the children she started by reading a few letters or words and then let them repeat after her. With one of the children, she taught the Arabic letters using Arabic sandpaper letters, a well-known material in Montessori used for teaching reading.

There is an obvious attempt at keeping the lessons in line with the Montessori philosophy. Materials and individual lessons are adapted according to each child’s progress and reading capability. The lessons are short and conducted in a way that fosters concentration. There was some freedom of choice for children who were allowed to refuse to go for their lesson when called, however, they were required to do their individual lesson on the allocated day. Children were also not allowed to stay longer than the required time or repeat a lesson on the day. On one occasion I observed a girl asking if she could go next even though she had already finished her lesson for the day. The teacher got up from her chair, bent down to the child’s level, looked into her eyes and told her that recitation is finished and that she needed to return to class (MS, Observation Day 3, 16th February 2015). While this interaction was firm and respectful, it did not accommodate the child’s need to repeat the lesson. Montessori advocates that children should be given the freedom to repeat activities as often as they like and for as long as they like.

In addition to individual Arabic reading lessons, the school also offers preparation lessons for Hifz (memorizing chapters of the Quran). According to the principal, Hifz is unfounded at such a young age (in the community, one finds Hifz programmes only catering for children older than 6). Nonetheless, parents who request that their children do Hifz pay for extra lessons, which focus on exposing and nurturing the love of
recitation of the Quran (IP, Interview, 12th April 2015). The lessons lasts for 30 minutes each day, and are used as a preparation for Hifz.

6.5.3. The Jewish School
Unlike the Christian and Islamic schools, the Jewish school only said prayers and recitations as part of role-plays in which children were actively participating. These were done during circle time and are already described above. While most of the recitations and prayers were done in English, the children also received individual Hebrew reading lessons. The same teacher who did the davening circles with the children, did the Hebrew lessons at a table in the class. Like the Muallimah (teacher) at the Islamic school, the Hebrew Morah (teacher) appeared to have a roster for these lessons. She would look at her records and then call a child/children over for their lesson. As in the Islamic school, children at the Jewish school were given the freedom of choice to refuse to do the lesson when called. During one of my observations she called a girl for a lesson, but left the girl when she refused to come. She called a boy who appeared to be wandering around the class instead (JS, Observation Day 3, 21st November 2014). With one boy, she did tracing the alef bet (Hebrew Alphabet) letters in sand. With another boy, she reviewed the Alef bet by pointing out letters on a chart and asked the boy to identify them. Here too, there was an attempt to keep lessons in line with the Montessori philosophy. While children had the freedom of choice to participate or not, they were not really able to repeat the activities if they liked, nor could they work with them independently. The lessons were also adapted for each child, based on their level of progress and knowledge.

While children prayed many times during the day at the Christian school, there was not much that happened in terms of recitals and scripture lessons. In contrast, at both the Islamic and Jewish schools, children had daily recitations and received individual lessons to learn to read their relevant scriptures. These lessons were provided in a foreign language to the children both at the Jewish and Islamic schools, as the focus was more on learning to read than on understanding. Both the Jewish and Islamic schools also employed concrete Montessori techniques when teaching the children to read. These included sandpaper letters and tracing the letters in the sand. While there were some
levels of freedom of choice with regards to the individual lessons, there were no opportunities for repetition or independent work in either school.

6.6. Everyday Interactions

As I have shown, religion assumes a top down approach at the schools, with adults having all the knowledge that they want to impart to the children. This often leads to an authoritative relationship where adults lead the learning process. In a Montessori class, it is typical to use every discussion or engagement with the child as an opportunity for learning. Children receive lessons in the form of role-plays on how to control their body and how to interact with others, making it ideal for imparting religious lessons on etiquette and rituals. During my observations at the school, I paid attention to the everyday interactions between adults and children to see how, if at all these were used for teaching religion, or if teaching religion was reserved for formal lessons only. The study found that everyday interactions were not really used as opportunities to teach about religion in the schools. The Christian school made use of one opportunity to say a blessing after a child sneezed and the Jewish school used some opportunities to bring religion into their interactions. The Islamic school used a few more opportunities during everyday interactions to remind children to say blessings or prayers and to remember God. While the Non-Denominational school did not teach religion or about religion at all, the everyday interactions at the school were focused on co-operation, consideration and respect. The adults at both the Jewish school and the Islamic school also kept most of their interactions with the children respectful. The same cannot be said about the adults at the Christian school.

6.6.1. The Non-Denominational School

Both the directress and the principal at the Non-Denominational school emphasized spiritual development as defined in Chapter 1 as the most essential part of a Montessori school. The principal also emphasized the importance of compassion and respect as part of spiritual development. Many of the interactions I observed at this school, were geared towards spiritual development. On a few occasions I observed co-operation, consideration, respect and moments of giving among the children. On one such occasion, two girls had taken out a sugar scrub. They were each seated on a chair next to the table, facing each other. One of the girls had a cloth on her lap and her
friend’s foot was placed onto the cloth. She proceeded to rub some foot scrub onto her friend’s foot and a bit of her leg, with the instruction of her friend not to go too high. She then rinsed her foot in a bowl of water that was on the floor between them. They then swapped roles and the friend gave her a foot scrub too (NDS, Observation Day 1, 31\textsuperscript{st} July 2015). I saw this activity and variations of it (hand massages with lotion) a few times during my observations. While there were mostly girls doing it, I also observed a boy giving a girl a hand massage. This simple act of giving fostered a sense of consideration and respect among the children. This became evident in other incidents I observed.

On another occasion, a girl was sitting at one of the outside tables, knocking nails into a slab of bark. She was rocking when she fell over bringing the table and the bark slab with her. Before the assistant could get to her, two boys had already jumped up to help her back onto her chair and placed the bark slab back on the table (NDS, Observation Day 2, 3\textsuperscript{rd} August 2015).

At another time a few children were at a table painting when another child came over to join them. She is told that there is no paint for her, but she picks up the paint, places it between them and tells them that if they place it like that she can also use it. The girl accepts her proposal and makes space for her to join them (NDS, Observation Day 4, 24\textsuperscript{th} August 2015).

The interactions suggest that the school is indeed placing emphasis on the spiritual themes of co-operation, consideration, respect and giving. While everyday interactions did not involve religion at all, it certainly focuses on the spiritual development of the children.

6.6.2. The Islamic School

The principal at the Islamic school also believed that spiritual development is a big part of the everyday activities of the child,

...every physical activity that the child encounters is a spiritual activity for the young child (IP, Interview, 12\textsuperscript{th} April 2015).

Despite this, the activities and everyday interactions at the Islamic school did not focus on spiritual development as defined in the literature (Refer to Chapter 2). Instead, it focused on etiquette, with adults reminding children to say a blessing after sneezing (\textit{Alhamdulillah – praise be to Allah}), to say shukran (thank you) when receiving something and to greet, by saying \textit{Assalaamu Alaikum} (Peace be with you).
On one occasion, the assistant reminded a child to enter the toilet with her right foot; and then assisted her to say a prayer when she stepped out (MS, Observation, Day 2, 12th February 2015).
The adults always made a point of bending down and looking into the child’s eyes when addressing them. The teacher got up from her chair, bent down to the child’s level, looked into her eyes and told her that recitation is finished and that she needed to return to class (MS, Observation Day 3, 16th February 2015). This did not always have a positive connotation though. On one occasion, a boy complained to the assistant that a girl had pointed a knife at him. He says, “I have karate skills, but I can’t protect myself from a knife.” The teacher does not investigate or facilitate a discussion between the children. Instead, she expresses her disappointment at the accused child by bending down, saying:

Can I see your eyes, Amina*? Amina* do you think it is nice to do that? Would you like it if he did that to you? Do you think Allah would like it if you did that?
The assistant did not give the child a chance to answer or provide her side to the story. The child looks down to her feet, with her hands behind her back. She looks ashamed (MS, Observation Day 1, 11th February 2015).

On another occasion, a child drinks from someone else’s bottle. The assistant calls the child over, bends down and looks into her eyes saying,

“Whose name is this? Aasiya*? Would you like it if Aasiya* drinks from your bottle? It’s not nice to take things that do not belong to you. It’s not a joke, Shehaam*. When teacher is speaking to you, you need to look into my eyes. You need to respect your teachers. When you don’t listen to me that is not showing respect. When you respect me, then I can respect you” (MS, Observation Day 3, 16th February 2015).

While the teacher in both instances made a point of bending down and looking into the child’s eyes while addressing her calmly and with respect, her words did not convey that message. In both instances, the child appeared ashamed.

While both the directress and principal advocated the importance of spiritual development through everyday activities, this was not really seen in practice. On one occasion, the opposite can be seen, when the teacher uses God to instill feelings of
shame on a child. The everyday interactions at the Islamic school served more as reminders to say prayers and blessings. Prayers were important whether they were going to the bathroom or interacting with their peers.

6.6.3. The Christian School
At the Christian School religion or God was not mentioned outside of the group sessions. There is only one occasion during my final observation that the Directress simply says a blessing when a child sneezes (CS, Observation Day Four, 13th February 2015). So here too, everyday interactions or individual engagements with children were not seen as opportunities to teach children about God or religion.

6.6.4. The Jewish School
Only a few opportunities were used at the Jewish school to bring religion into everyday interactions. This is possibly linked to the fact that the Directress in the Jewish school was not Jewish herself. While she had learned and even participated in most of the rituals and songs for davening and the Shabbat snack, she does not bring religion or God into many interactions.

On my first day at the Jewish school, I observed the Directress reflecting with two girls on work they had done the previous day. She showed them an A5 black card that had star stickers on the top and sand glued to the bottom of the page and asked them to tell her all about it. The girls explained to her, “Hashem said you would have as many kids as the stars and the sand” (JS, Observation Day 1, 31st October 2014). There is no further interaction on the topic, which left me feeling like it was purposefully aimed at giving me some insight into the activity.

On my final day at the school, I observed another interaction where the Directress and a child has a discussion about a Kosher sweet;
“What’s in your pocket?”
“Sweeties”
“We are not allowed to bring sweeties to school.”
“It’s kosher”
“Let me see it”.
“Its strawberry. IS strawberry kosher?”
“Let me see it”.
“I’m just pretending”

“Well, at least you pretended about a kosher sweet.”

Everyday interactions were not really used to teach religion. At the Jewish school, a limited number of interactions were related to religion, but as shown above, this could be due to the fact that the class teacher was not Jewish. At both the Christian and Non-denominational schools, they did not use everyday interactions as opportunities for teaching about God or religion at all. However, everyday interactions at the Non-Denominational school, focused on the spiritual development of the children. At The Islamic school, everyday interactions were used to encourage etiquette. Children were reminded to say prayers throughout the day, and also to consider what God would think about the way they engage with each other.

6.7. Special Resources For Teaching Religion

Dr Montessori advocated the use of concrete materials in teaching concepts to children. She had certain principles that activities should comply with before being placed on a shelf in the classroom. The directress should ensure that when placing materials on the shelf, especially homemade or commercial material, met some basic principles advocated by Dr Montessori. At the bare minimum, the concepts taught should be presented in a concrete form that a child can hold and explore sensorially; and each material should have a purpose of activity as well as a control of error to enable auto-education to take place. Auto-Education is an important aspect of the Montessori method. It is achieved by adding a way for the child to assess his or her own progress in each activity by means of a control of error (Haines, 2016). The child is therefore able to work independently with materials that have a control of error.

All of the schools in this study had a reasonable collection of Montessori equipment. The Non-Denominational school had no special resources for teaching religion, whereas all the religious schools had special resources for children to use to learn about religion.

6.7.1. The Islamic School

Most of the religious resources at the Islamic school were either locally sourced or handmade. Following Montessori’s approach to reading, they had made Arabic sandpaper letters (these are Arabic alphabet letters cut out of sandpaper and glued onto individual boards). They also had Arabic alphabet puzzles and homemade Arabic reading
booklets. The sandpaper letters and the reading booklets were part of the Madrassah (Islamic school) class, whereas the puzzles were on the shelf in the main classroom for children to choose to work with during the work cycle. During my observations at the school, I observed two different children on two separate occasions working with the Arabic alphabet puzzle (MS, Observation Day 2, 12th February 2015 & Observation Day 4, 18th February 2015). On both occasions the children removed the puzzle pieces, built the puzzle and then returned it to the shelf. The puzzles met the basic criteria for Montessori activities in that the concept taught was presented concretely (individual Arabic alphabet letters), the activity had a purpose (to build the puzzle) and a control of error (each letter had a specific place in the puzzle). The children were therefore able to engage independently with the resources available to them in their class. The sandpaper letters, however, were kept in a different room. Children could therefore not opt to take them out and work with them whenever they felt like it. The lack of religious resources in the school meant that independent engagement with materials was limited. When resources were available though, the children chose to work with them and were able to complete the activity and return it to the shelf.

6.7.2. The Christian School

The Christian school had the largest collection of religious resources. The materials that formed part of the JES curriculum (as described in Chapter Four), and was duplicated for each class. All 122 boxes were placed on the shelves in the classroom and there were no additional resources, with the exception of some books. Teachers were required to present one of the boxes to the children each day. During my observations, I only witnessed one presentation on light sources, where the teacher held up each picture and named it. She did not use this presentation to make an association to God (for e.g. manmade light sources – lamp; or God-given light sources – the sun) or to creation (for e.g. saying that light was created on Day 1).

The boxes were always on the shelf for children to choose freely to work with. On four occasions I observed children working with the boxes during the work cycle. On two of these occasions, the children were working independently, and on the other two occasions, they worked with an adult. One of these presentations, the directress tells a child that she is going to teach him about wood. She stands and throws out a mat, then walks to the other room. She fetches a child and goes to fetch a culture box. She sorts out the box while the child is waiting on her. The child appears disinterested as he looks
around the room. The box has sequence cards in it (pictures that should be placed in a sequence in order to tell a story). There is no control set in the box. She tells him “Ek gaan vir jou vertel die storie van houd” (I am going to tell you the story about wood). She points to the tree in the first card and describes the process of how wood gets sawed (CS, Observation Day 1, 2nd February 2015). She does not, for example, show or explain to the child that God made the wood, or that it was created on Day 3.

On both occasions of the children working independently with the boxes, it appears they are unsure of what they should do with them. One child looks at the pictures, and then watches the children around her. She sits with the box for about 45 minutes, not touching them after her initial look at the cards, but instead spends the time watching those around her. Eventually she packs it away and joins the class for snack (CS, Observation Day 1, 2nd February 2015). On the other occasion, a child has taken a box of pictures with moths and butterflies. The Directress walks past her, points out the differences between moths and butterflies and then walks away. The child then packs the pictures back (CS, Observation Day 2, 6th February 2015).

The boxes did not meet Dr Montessori’s criteria for activities and therefore children struggled to engage with them independently. The boxes contained pictures, which needed a more knowledgeable teacher or assistant to discuss them with them. Most of the boxes had no built-in purpose of activity (for e.g. matching, classifying, etc.) and when they did (in the case of the sequencing cards in the “story of wood” box), there was no control of error. The child therefore still relied on the adult to impart the knowledge. The materials on religion therefore were not integrated into a Montessori method.

6.7.3. The Jewish School

The Jewish school had a large variety of materials that reinforced Jewish identity. These included Jewish stories; Jewish resource books; child-sized chanukiahs (Candle-holders used for Hanukkah); cookie cutters with Hebrew Letters; yarmulkes (skull caps) and various child-sized items that were put out in the Jewish cultural area of the class. On the door of each classroom was also a mezuzah (a piece of parchment inscribed with Hebrew verses from the Torah). In addition to the resources in the classroom, the office also served as a fully stocked storeroom for teachers to find more resources to add to the classroom.
The children engaged with the materials every morning during their circle time, as part of their *davening* rituals. On the last morning of my observation, two children explored the materials on the recently set up Hanukkah table (See picture of Hanukkah table in Appendix 7).

Despite being so well stocked with concrete materials, the children did not opt to engage with the Jewish resources independently. This could be because they used it as part of the *davening* rituals they did each morning, but it is more likely because the resources at the Jewish school did not have a purpose of activity (for e.g. matching, classifying, etc.). For e.g. the *chanukiah* (Candle-holders used for Hanukkah) were plastic holders with plastic candle in them. Children could not place the candles nor light them.

Despite being the most poorly resourced school in terms of religious resources, the Islamic school was the only school where children engaged actively with the resources. The available resources met Montessori’s principles and when children worked with them, they were able to complete the cycle of activity including returning it to the shelf. Like the Christian school, the Jewish school had also not considered Montessori’s principles for activities before making them accessible to the children. While both the Jewish and Christian resources were concrete, they did not have a purpose for activity nor did they have control of error. Auto-education was not enabled in either of these environments. The resources at both the Jewish and Christian school had religious identities embedded in them. It presented children with concrete, child-sized ‘toys’ and pictures that children could hold and look at, but children could not learn from them unless an adult discussed intervened.

6.8. Analysis of Religious Education

In this study, I have identified Religious Instruction to be teaching exclusively about one religion, whereas Religion Education advocates the teaching about different religions. Spirituality, on the other hand, proposes that religion should not be taught, but that the nurturing of values is of vital importance to children at this age. In analyzing the findings in terms of these definitions, it is evident that the religious schools in the study all offered religious instruction, whereas the Non-Denominational school offered spirituality. None of the schools in this study offer religion education. In this context of Cape Town, children were not introduced to other religions in the city.
The programme at the Non-Denominational school was consistent with that of a spirituality model where the focus was on the ethical development of the children. The findings demonstrated numerous examples of values being taught, both in circle time and in everyday interactions, but there was no religious education. The Non-Denominational school identified strongly with Montessori, and thus used her principles throughout.

The religious schools used Montessori mainly as an educational tool, depending on their level of commitment to the Montessori identity. The Christian and Jewish schools did not have strong Montessori identities and have professed to only using aspects of the Montessori method. The Islamic school, however, saw Montessori as an important part of their identity and thus made greater attempts at adhering to Montessori principles.

Aspects of the dilemma Maria Montessori faced were evident in the schools in the study. The principal of the Non-Denominational school was opposed to including religion at the pre-primary level. It seems that like Montessori, she struggled to see how one could teach faith in a Montessori environment. She had not considered just focusing on practices nor had she considered offering religion education as the Directress at her school advocated. Despite the religious schools’ professed limited knowledge about Montessori’s approach to religion, they all had adapted versions of Montessori in their programmes.

In terms of religious education, the religious schools did different things. What they had in common was the attention they placed on developing religious practices and etiquette in their particular religions. Children were taught what to do or say (e.g. prayers before or after eating), when to do or say it as well as how it should be said or done. They were taught rituals and were given the opportunity to practice it. This prepared them for being part of their communities, an important focus in both the Islamic and Jewish schools. The adults at the Islamic school made a concerted effort to keep the girls and boys separate during circle time, as would be customary in the Muslim community. The community focus was more prominent at the Jewish school, where they went as far as sending items home to enable parents to conduct the ritual in their homes. At the Christian school, the focus was on discipline and obedience as a means to faith. Here religion was imparted largely through the adults preaching and reprimanding the children. The activities at the Islamic school were also focused on the individual, with elements of respect, obedience and self-etiquette present in various forms. Finally the
special resources for teaching religion in these schools were used to further enhance these goals by reinforcing the value of communities and practice.
Conclusion

Using a qualitative research approach, this study has explored the phenomenon of religious education in Montessori pre-primary schools in the Western Cape Province of South Africa. It has looked at the changing views of spirituality in Early Childhood Development scholarship over the last half of the 20th century and found Dr Montessori’s beliefs about the importance of spirituality in the early years to be consistent with the contemporary views of scholars around the world. Despite this, Maria Montessori left a mixed legacy for teaching religion in schools. The study highlighted Dr Montessori’s personal and professional struggle with religion and showed that the debate about whether or not to include religion in early childhood settings is not unique to Montessori. The study found that the struggles Dr Montessori faced in terms of Religion have still not been resolved today, and schools in the Western Cape also differ about the place of religion in pre-primary classrooms. The study has explored what religious education in Montessori schools in the Western Cape is. It also looked at what the religious education was in each school; and whether or not they were aware of Maria Montessori’s approach to religious education.

There are currently about 90 Montessori pre-schools in the Western Cape, of which approximately 15 are religious. A sample of 4 Montessori pre-schools were selected based on their diverse demographics and their religious programmes. These included a Non-Denominational Montessori school, an Islamic Montessori School, a Christian Montessori School and a Jewish Montessori School. It demonstrates that the Islamic and Non-Denominational schools are full Montessori schools, while the Christian and Jewish schools have incorporated Montessori alongside other curriculums, namely the Jubilee Excellence School Curriculum and Reggio-Emilia approach, respectively.

A collective case study approach was adopted and data was collected through observations and interviews. While the findings cannot easily be generalized, it is significant in providing a starting point to understanding the phenomenon of religious education in Montessori pre-schools in the Western Cape. The study looked specifically at the schools’ level of awareness of Montessori’s approach to religious education, the goals of their religious education, and finally at how they have implemented religion in their schools.

Only one participant was aware of the Montessori approach to religion. Despite this, the schools still grappled with the essence of Montessori’s struggle, i.e. where to place
religion and how to integrate it in the Montessori Method and philosophy. Religion was, understandably, the main priority in the religious schools. Where the schools did not have a strong Montessori identity, Montessori was only used as an educational tool. The religious schools all had some aspects of Montessori in their religious education programmes. The Non-Denominational school, on the other hand, had no religious education. They implemented a spirituality model and had not even considered teaching children about different religions or about the practices of religions.

The goals of the school were closely linked to the way religious education was implemented. The religious schools all shared a goal of strengthening their religious communities, and entering children into Heaven. At the Jewish school, the focus was on the community, while at the Islamic school the focus was on the individual and self-etiquette. The focus of the Christian school was on discipline and obedience. The schools had various commitments to spiritual and ethical development of the children. The religious schools followed guidelines of their own religions when deciding on which values to focus on.

Finally, the study found that the Montessori method was ideal for teaching the practices of religion, but when schools delved into issues of faith or love of God, they switched to other modes of teaching (e.g. preaching). This disjuncture between teaching faith and practices was ultimately Dr Montessori’s reason for abolishing religious education from her method.
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• Directress (ID), Interviewed at the Islamic School, 12\textsuperscript{th} April 2015

\textbf{Interviews at Jewish School}

• Principal (JP), Interviewed at the Jewish School, 11\textsuperscript{th} March 2015
• Directress (JD), Interviewed at the Jewish School, 11\textsuperscript{th} March 2015

\textbf{Interviews at Christian School}

• Principal (CP), Interviewed at the Christian School, 4\textsuperscript{th} March 2015
• Directress (CD), Interviewed at the Christian School, 4\textsuperscript{th} March 2015

\textbf{Interviews at Non-Denominational School}

• Principal (NDP), Interviewed at the Non-Denominational Montessori School, 14\textsuperscript{th} October 2015
• Directress (NDD), Interviewed at the Non-Denominational Montessori School, 14\textsuperscript{th} October 2015

\textbf{School Documents}

• Christian School (CS), Information Documents, 2015
• Non-Denominational School (NDS), Information & Admissions Documents, 2015
Appendices

Appendix 1: Letter to Schools

To Whom It May Concern:

I am Shamiemah Jassiem, a Masters student in the Department of Religious Studies at the University of Cape Town. I am currently conducting research as part of the Religion and Education project, which is dedicated to critically examine what is happening at schools and learning institutes in South Africa. The project is funded and supported by the National Research Foundation (NRF).

This research looks at Religion in Montessori Early Childhood Development (ECD) centres within the Western Cape. It looks at how Religion is incorporated in these schools (if at all). This study will investigate why schools are choosing to be Religious Montessori schools? (Or why they have chosen not to offer Religion at all). What are the goals of these schools in terms of Religious Education and are they achieving these goals? How are they teaching Religion? Have they developed a model for teaching Religion? How does it relate to the Montessori method? How have these Religious Montessori schools interpreted Maria Montessori’s writings? It will investigate the way schools react to and engage with Religious Education. Are there differences in the way different faiths teach religion? Do they have different approaches? Teachers and principals will be interviewed to establish what their reasons are for starting the school. How they interpret the Montessori Philosophy and how it applies to Religion. It will look at the way teachers and children engage with and react to religion and / or religious education. What are they doing when they do things? What is happening in the experience of transmitting information? Through observing what they do in their schools, I hope to see how they are interpreting and adapting Montessori’s views of Religion Education and implementing it in their classrooms; and I also hope to see what their model for teaching religion is.

A sample of 4 Montessori Early Childhood Development (ECD) centres within the Western Cape region will be approached to conduct the study at their school. Schools will be selected for the study if they regard themselves as Montessori and offer some education about Religion in their programme (One school will offer no Religion in their programme). Participants will not receive any payment for their involvement in the project. The study will be conducted in:

1. A Jewish Montessori School
2. A Christian Montessori School
3. A Muslim Montessori School
4. A Non-Denominational Montessori School
This study will be conducted within a qualitative framework through semi-structured interviews and observations. I will spend 3 – 4 days in each school, observing for a period of about 4 to 5 hours at a time. In addition to the observations, interviews of about 45mins to an hour will be conducted with teachers and principals at each school, using a semi-structured guide with a combination of open and closed ended questions. Participants will have the right to withdraw at any point of the research, as well as to skip any questions.

Field notes will contain a chronological description of the observations and will be written up and included in the final report on the study. All interviews will be recorded and transcribed for analysis. The field notes and interview transcripts will be analyzed by means of a qualitative content analysis. This is a process where data is analyzed for ideas, themes and categories and is then coded to make comparisons or to identify patterns in the data that may require further analysis.

All information will be dealt with confidentiality. No names will be mentioned and schools will be referred to by their religious affiliation only, i.e. the Jewish school, the Christian school, etc. Schools may have a look at the descriptive aspects of the final report prior to it being submitted. As the researcher, the interpretive aspects will be at my discretion. Participants may receive an electronic version of the completed thesis if they wish.

Should you require any further information, please feel free to contact me on 083 944 9772 / shamiemah@gmail.com

Thank you once again for your interest in this study and for being willing to consider participating.

Kind Regards
Shamiemah Jassiem
Appendix 2: Consent Form

Faculty of Humanities
Department of Religious Studies

Informed Consent Form for Key Informants

Name of researcher: Shamiemah Jassiem
Title of research project: Religion Education in Montessori ECD centres in the Western Cape

By filling out this questionnaire / answering the questions put to me:
- I agree to participate in this research project.
- I have read this consent form and the information it contains and had the opportunity to ask questions about them.
- I agree to my responses being used for education and research on condition my privacy is respected, subject to the following: - (tick as appropriate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My name may be used in the published research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My personal details (e.g. age, occupation, position) may be included in the published research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My responses can only be used in a way that I cannot be personally identifiable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.
- I understand I have the right to withdraw from this project at any stage.
- I understand that this research might be published in a research journal or book. In the case of dissertation research, the document will be available to readers in a university library in printed form, and possibly in electronic form as well.

Name of Participant:
Signature of Participant:
Date:

The researcher must supply you with an Information sheet which provides his / her contact details, outlines the nature of the research and how the information will be used and explains what your participation in the research involves (e.g. how long it will take, participants’ roles and rights (including the right to skip questions or withdraw without penalty at any time), any anticipated risks/benefits which may arise as a result of participating, any costs or payment involved (even if none, these should be stated).

Has this been provided? Yes No
Have your received verbal confirmation/explanations where needed? Yes No
Appendix 3: Interview Schedule

The School

1. Tell me about the history of the school. When and why was it established? Who wanted religion in the school and why?
2. How did it come to be located here?
3. What is the religious make-up of the school (children, staff, parents)?
4. What is the school’s policy in terms of enrolling children, or employing staff from other religions?
5. Are there any objections to having religion in the school? If yes, from whom?
6. Does the school have a religious advisor?
7. What is the school’s educational philosophy and mission?
8. What is the school’s religious philosophy and religious objectives?

Religion in the Classroom

1. How is Religion incorporated into the daily programme?
2. Do you have a separate period for religious instruction and is it provided within or outside school hours? How is this done?
3. How much time is allocated to teaching religion?
4. Who teaches religion? What qualifications does this person have to have?
6. Is Religious Instruction restricted to the Muslim / Jewish / Christian children? Or is it open to all?
7. Do children have a certain time period in which they need to know things?
8. Do you have special resources for teaching religion? If yes, can you elaborate? Do you find these resources adequate? Why / why not?
9. Are children assessed in terms of their religious knowledge? If yes, how and how often?
10. Which religious observances are followed at the school? Is participation in these observances compulsory, or can children (or parents) opt out of it?
11. Are children taught about other religions? If yes, which ones. If no, why not? How is it done? How do you choose which religions you present? Who teaches these religions? How? Are children informed about other Religious observances? If yes, how and which ones?
12. Do you think that Montessori incorporated religion in the philosophy?
13. Why are some Montessori schools Religious, but others are not? What do you believe is important for young children to be exposed to in terms of Religion?
14. What would you like to achieve with religious education?
Appendix 4: Interview Transcript Sample

Shamiemah: Okay so can you tell me about the school? How did the school start? How did you end up being here?

Interviewee: Okay, so basically, we started a Jewish community organisation (noise)...um, I (noise)...we came down from, my husbands from the States and I'm from Joburg, but we met in the States and then we started, we basically part of of a bigger world wide network, Jewish organisation for outreach and um, we came down here to open up a Jewish community centre and one of the needs on the ground as we saw in the first year was that there wasn't a Jewish preschool in this area. The closest one was Milnerton and the traffic, you know how it is...to get to Milnerton, so we decided to open up a Jewish preschool and we started off with...

Shamiemah: Er – when was that about?

Interviewee: Um, that was in 2006. So we started in 2006 with just 6 children and then, and that was in someone’s renovated garage and then in 2007 we bought the location for this school, and we had a second class. And then we grew the primary school from ... 6 years ago, so it was 2000 around...

Interviewee: Ja, something like that. We started the primary school and now we've grown to till grade 6. So we started with our toddlers going up, basically, so it's been, now this is our, its almost 10 years

Shamiemah: For the whole school?

Interviewee: Ja

Shamiemah: So its been ten years. Wow. Okay and then what was the reason you decided to keep it exclusively Jewish?

Interviewee: Okay, so the reason being that we didn't want to filter down the Jewish studies and the whole, because as a project of the Synagogue and a project of the Jewish community Centre, it is a non-profit organisation and the reason, the whole reason for this school is to give the Jewish instruction.

Shamiemah: Okay

Interviewee: And Um, if we had all different religions coming in etc. we would have been very child centred and we would want to give equal ground to all the religions coming in and it would diffuse our purpose...so we wanted to
keep it, um we wanted just to keep, you know, to our mission of being able to enrich the children’s lives with Judaism, because a lot of these children don’t have much of it at home, some do, but most of families are, you know, some are traditional, some are very non-affiliated or observant and so that they are getting the most of their Judaism from school.

Shamiemah Okay
Interviewee Obviously we had to create a high general secular environment as well, in order to have a balance, but our reason for existing is to give the Jewish culture over.
Shamiemah Ja. And when you started the school, did you start off as Montessori or did you change at some time?
Interviewee We actually started off as Montessori and then we continued, we grew into Reggio Emilia, and now we’re actually the regional representatives of Reggio Emilia in Cape Town, um, and so now we've married Montessori and Reggio as two – as our two educational ethos that we use in the school.
Shamiemah And um are you Montessori trained?
Interviewee I am personally not Montessori qualified, but I'm trained, ja so...
Shamiemah So is that why you decided to do Montessori...?
Interviewee I actually started with a partner, um, we brought someone in to start with. I mean, um, our Jewish organisation owns this place, but we had a woman in the community who was Montessori trained, who started, who designed the classrooms for me, and she was the original teacher in the first little Toddler class.
Appendix 5: Fieldwork Notes Sample

Observation Notes: Christian Montessori School

Date: Monday, 2\textsuperscript{nd} February 2015

Time: 09h45 to 12h45

Pre-Primary Class (3 – 6 year olds) 1 Directress, 2 Assistants

It’s 09h45. Finally! I find the school. I receive a warm greeting from Melinda* and after a short catch up, she leads me to Freda’s* class. We pass a teacher who is doing handprints with the children at a table outside the class. The children appear to be working freely. Freda starts a number rods presentation with a child, stops halfway through the presentation and goes over to a few boys to restore order. She whispers to them. Then returns to the presentation. She continues her presentation, showing the child the differences in length, without counting – placing the rods at the bottom of the mat from shortest to longest. Once she has built the stair, she pushes the rods to the top of the mat leaving rods 1, 2 and 3, then creates spaces between these rods. She does a three-period lesson by naming each rod and handing it to the child as she names it, again without counting. She has 4 spectators. They are not involved in the presentation, nor does she engage them.

One child, aged about 3 or 4 has taken out a set of culture cards. She looks briefly at the pictures. She appears bored, gets distracted by the boys behind her and starts observing them intently.

The class consists of two rooms. The room I’m in seem to have Maths and Culture and the other room has Art, Practical Life and Sensorial. I can’t see the Language area from where I am sitting (but I discover later that Language is in the Maths and Culture room). Freda has finished her presentation. They pack away together. She tells her spectators (in Afrikaans) to go and find their own work. It is clear that she is very aware of my presence, going around “fixing” all the children working around me. She stands and throws out a mat, then walks to the other room. She fetches a child and goes to fetch a culture box. She sorts out the box while the child is waiting on her. The child appears bored. The box has sequence cards in it. She tells him “Ek gaan vir jou vertel die story van houd.” She points to the tree in the first card and describes the process of how wood gets sawed.
The little girl who had a culture box out is still observing her friends. She watches as the teacher present to the boys. The teacher takes out one activity after the next. She engages the children in conversation as she presents the world map using the three period lesson. She does not pack it away, leaves the work on the mat and comes over to where I am sitting to work with some boys who are building the tree puzzle. They were having fun taking turns to build. She turns it into a language lesson, teaching them the names of the parts of the tree. I step out quickly to fetch water. 

It's 10h15. I'm back. Freda has moved to a new presentation. The little girl who has the culture cards out is still sitting on her mat, not touching her work, unnoticed. She is observing the rest of her class. Freda is presenting the spindle box to a child nearby. 

A little girl in the other room is wiping her nose. She looks in the mirror and carefully cleans her face. The assistant is presenting a chalkboard activity to a child. Writes a name. She notices quite a few children are on the mat, not working and starts to redirect them.

3 girls are working with cards at a table. They have a mat on the table. I walk through to the other class. One child is doing a washing activity. Two kids are doing chalk drawings and erasing. Two tables are pushed together, making a long table that seat 8 children on each side. There are trays on the table, but children are not working. One child is playing with a dough cutter, pretending it is a razor. He pretends to cut his friend’s hair, then neck. A boy tries to draw the assistant’s attention. She responds by bending down and whispers something to him. He runs off to find new work. The directress comes over and checks if all is good in this class, then goes back to the other class. The assistant goes over to the children. She tells them to be quiet and to start packing away. The teachers are constantly whispering, telling the kids to be quiet.
Appendix 6: SAMA’s Fundamental Principles

Principle 1:
Classes in Montessori Schools are mixed-age and non-graded.
- Mixed-age classes comprise at least three-year groupings corresponding to the Planes of Development: 0 – 3; 3 – 6; 6 – 9 and 9 – 12 or 6 – 12; 12 – 15 and 15 – 18 or 12 – 18.
- Mixed-age groups are not correlated to grades, nor are they divided in other ways according to achievement levels or normative standards.

Principle 2:
Montessori schools accommodate an extended period of uninterrupted self-chosen activity – a period during which children can choose their own activity and work undisturbed for a minimum of three hours.

Principle 3:
Rewards and Punishments are not used in a Montessori environment.

Principle 4:
A prepared environment is a critical component of Montessori Pedagogy.
The prepared environment
- Serves the developmental and pedagogical needs of the children using it;
- Supports freedom of movement, speech and association;
- Supports free choice of activity;
- Facilitates normalization and valorization;
- Includes a full range of Montessori materials appropriate to the age for which it is prepared.

Principle 5:
The adults in the Montessori environment exhibit and apply the principles of Montessori pedagogy through
- A disposition of respect and patience towards the child;
- An ability to balance the principle of non-intervention while at the same time not abandoning the child;
- Trust in Montessori principles, methodology and pedagogical aims;
- Seeing the role of the adult as primarily observer, scientist and interpreter of the environment rather than as a teacher in the conventional sense;
- Guiding the child to normalization and development appropriate to each Plane of Development.

Principle 6:
Montessori schools develop curriculum guidelines which conform to the vision of child development and the educative goals outlined by Maria Montessori.

*Principles adopted at the 2011 SAMA AGM/Amended at the 2016 SAMA AGM